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The View from elmsley place

historical Perspectives

t ime present and time past are both perhaps present  
in time future, and time future is contained in time past.” 
—t.S. eliot “Burnt Norton” 

history is indeed a pattern of timeless moments. These timeless 
moments support and inform both who we are and how we are in 
a complex world and changing times. one of the oldest programs 
at the university of St. Michael’s is the undergraduate program in 
Mediaeval Studies, which continues to energize the imagination 
of our students. Their scholarship and research into the Mediaeval 
period shapes an understanding of self in relationship to culture, 
religion and social structures in the light of the many developments 
of intervening civilizations.

The Aboriginal Education Initiative of Paul Martin 6t1 ad-
dresses the recent past and explores the passion of a SMC graduate 
to change the course of history through education. Martin’s interest 
in the First Nations people began long before his political career. his 
post-political motivation is deeply rooted in the unwavering belief 
that “if we work together, we can replace poverty with prosperity 
and frustration with hope.” 

another glimpse into history comes via SMC graduate Mark 
osbaldeston 9t0. in his book Unbuilt Toronto, he provides us with 
an insight into the 1929 College Campus Plan, which proposed sig-
nificant demolition between Bay Street and Queen’s Park to facilitate 
the construction of a neo-gothic complex patterned after Princeton 
university. our newly minted Campus Plan appears very modest in 
the light of the 1929 offering! 

even the Maple leafs figure in the historical perspective of St. 
Michael’s. larry Colle 7t4 explores the meaning of toronto’s losing 
sports teams in a very popular Continuing education course inspired 
by Viktor e. Frankl’s work Man’s Search for Meaning. 

we delight in the success of our graduates! Their achievements not 
only enhance the reputation of the College but also speak eloquently 
of the enduring relevance of the Mission of St. Michael’s. our current 
students are inspired and encouraged by those who have gone before 
to lay the groundwork for their future successes. our alumni are also 
our donors, mentors, volunteers, connections and community, and 
we are grateful to them for their support and encouragement. our 
alumni are also our best and most eloquent advertisement. 

This year we have included our annual donor report with the 

magazine because we believe it is important to recognize our alumni 
and friends who support the College through their financial gifts. 
did you know 25 percent of the SMC annual budget comes from 
donations and endowments? in the past, the donor listing has been 
mailed as its own document or included in a limited mailing of the 

President’s report. This year, inclusion in the magazine ensures that we 
say a very inclusive thank you and at the same time we reduce both our 
environmental impact as well as the expenditure of a double mailing.

 Fall at St. Michael’s is always one of my favourite times of year. our 
Campus comes to life with students, returning and new. This year we 
welcomed 1,110 first-year students to the SMC community. The first 
weeks of September were filled with welcome events, orientation, clubs 
fairs, concerts and programs designed to engage these young people 
in the life of the College. great care is taken to provide them with 
information about the myriad opportunities for involvement open 
to them as they begin their academic career at St. Michael’s as dual 
citizens of the university of toronto. whether new or returning, we 
support each and every student in their quest for academic excellence, 
personal and spiritual growth and maturity. This our privilege—it is 
also our Mission! F

Prof. anne anderson csj, President and Vice-Chancellor
university of St. Michael’s College

The Quad, early 1900s (vintage postcard)

“
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when i look back on my studies
 at the university of toronto 
and St. Michael’s College, i am 

reminded of its rich music community and 
supportive student body. with thanks to 
monthly SMC open mics at Kelly’s Corner, 
i came to know some of my closest friends 
and university bandmates. They included 
alumni greg ditomaso 0t6, Blaise alleyne 
0t9 and erin Mcgowan 0t9, all of whom 
played a huge part in my artistic development. 

although i eventually graduated with a Ba in 
english and world religions, i have spent the 
past five years working in the music industry 
as a full-time recording artist and session vo-
calist. Maybe you have heard me on CBC!

immediately after graduating from u of t 
in 2008, i began interning within the toronto 
music scene. This included working as a label 
intern at Six Shooter records, being a per-
sonal assistant to blues singer Shakura S’aida, 
assisting at the music-publicity company 

a Passion for Music
Songwriting in a supportive 

scholastic environment
By Jadea Kelly 0t8

firsT flighT

Jadea Kelly’s new cD, Clover
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richard Flohil & associates and even work-
ing as a bow-tied usher at roy Thomson hall. 

even though i didn’t major in fine art or 
music theory, my english degree has greatly 
aided my songwriting, creativity and ability to 
write successful recording and touring grants.

during my studies i also dabbled in a 
number of electives that inspired my pas-
sion for music. This included lee Maracle’s 
aboriginal literature and courses in Celtic 
Studies. as many of my peers will recall, i 
was so incredibly set on performing that i 
booked my class schedule around open mics 
in toronto. in any given week i was perform-
ing my Joni Mitchell covers along College 
Street Monday to Thursday while balancing 
my gPa and working a part-time job at roy 
Thomson hall.

in 2013 i signed my first label distribution 
and licensing deal with divergent recordings, 
a branch of true North records that is home 
to Bruce Cockburn, ron Sexmith and Big 
Sugar. i have officially released two studio al-
bums, Eastbound Platform in 2010 and Clo-
ver in 2013, both of which were nominated 
for Canadian Folk Music awards. For the 
past five years i have toured Canada over six 
times, as well as holland, germany and the 
united States, and i spent time in Nashville 
to network and write. Thanks to the success of 
Clover, i have spent this past year performing 
at the likes of the Calgary Folk Music Fes-
tival, edmonton’s interstellar rodeo, Stuart 
Mclean’s Vinyl Café, elora’s riverfest, yonge 
and dundas Square, halifax’s in the dead of 
winter festival, Stewart Park Festival, Sud-
bury’s Northern lights Festival Boréal and 
the Kingsville Folk Music Festival. i have also 
had the privilege of opening for Judy Collins 
and whitehorse as well as for Justin rutledge 
and The good lovelies, who have both been 
featured in this magazine in the past.

despite my folk-inspired melodies, i have 
also collaborated with Canadian progressive 
metal band Protest the hero. i have recorded 
with them since i was 17 and even toured 
with them while attending u of t. in 2014 
Protest the hero won a Juno for its album Vo-
lition, and i’m honoured to be featured on it. 

overall, it has been an exciting six years 
since graduating from SMC and i am 

incredibly thankful to be able to perform 
and live as a Canadian musician and song-
writer. here in Canada we have access to an 
enormous array of living, touring, recording 
and writing grants. These grants make our 
artistic dreams a possibility and my career 
in music a reality. Thanks to the ontario 
arts Council and the toronto arts Council 
i am able to live and write without financial 
strain and build a viable business. in fact, 
this past September i was able to visit and 
rejuvenate in ireland as part of an ontario 
arts Council artist residency program. This 
trip was especially significant as i was able to 
connect with my Kelly lineage, compose a 
new collection of songs for a 2015 release and 

visit the well-known irish Famine Memorial 
in dublin. in fact, during my time at SMC 
i was an extra in the two-part docudrama 
Death or Canada, where one of the creators/
contributors was former SMC Principal, his-
torian and lecturer Mark Mcgowan.

Thanks to the supportive student body 
and professors at SMC/u of t i was able to 
develop my songwriting, stage presence and 
expand my scholastic understanding of po-
etry, language and expression, all of which 
have greatly influenced my artistic vision.

i’ll be playing on November 13 at the 
rivoli in toronto as part of the Massey hall 
presents… series. hope to see you there! 
www.darthjadea.com. F

“  Thanks to the supportive student body and 
professors i was able to expand my understanding 
of poetry, language and expression, all of which 
influenced my artistic vision.”
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The View from smcsU

a nother summer has passed, and
SMCSu’s preparations for the 
2014-2015 academic year are in 

full swing. This year we are blessed with a 
diverse group of students, most of them new 
to this council. we are proud of the creativity 
already presented this year, and we are looking 
forward to even more fresh and creative ideas 
for over 4,500 SMC students. 

Before the school year started, we hosted 
a pre-orientation Commuter Frosh, which 
was organized by our Community life Com-
mission. our members worked together to 
show they are dedicated and fully invested 
in getting to know the SMC community’s 
needs on every level. Commuter Frosh was 
a day full of fun activities and games that 
help immerse new commuting students in 
the campus-wide SMC community. a week 
later, we held our regular orientation, directed 
by two SMC Concurrent teacher education 
Program students, Melissa tramontozzi and 
Michelle doyle. Both of them love the Col-
lege and its wonderful sense of family, and 
they developed an innovative and inclusive 
array of events to welcome the new students.

This year’s orientation theme was Fan-
tasy. There were a number of frosh groups, 
or worlds, inspired by popular works like Star 
Wars, The Hunger Games, Lord of the Rings, 
Harry Potter and Game of Thrones. The frosh 
leaders worked very hard to motivate and 
engage the incoming students and we were 
excited to see so many frosh participating. 
This year’s orientation was a great success and 
one that we hope will motivate the 1,200 in-
coming students to become an integral part 
of the SMC community. 

on September 19, we had the privilege of 
hosting the College’s Chancellor and arch-
bishop of toronto, his eminenceThomas Car-
dinal Collins, for SMCSu’s traditional Feast of 
St. Michael. This great event was organized by 
our religious and Community affairs (rCa) 
Commission, Christopher grossi and Jordan 
Morris. “SMCSu is a terrific way to get involved 

and invest my time in a good cause!” says grossi, 
a fourth-year student entering his second term 
on council.

during the summer our talented arts 
Commission prepared for the annual musi-
cal. working with a drama club, the SMC 

troubadours, SMCSu is proud to show-
case Fiddler On The Roof this year. The hard 
work and dedication already shown this far is 
bound to lead to a successful show.

Most recently, our student union office has 
undergone renovations to provide a more wel-
coming space for our students. we also have 
been fortunate to get some new additional 

furniture in our student lounge, as well as 
having both the men’s and women’s wash-
rooms renovated. These changes provide a 
more modern look and better functionality 
that has been long awaited by the students 
who pass through our lounge every day. F

The next academic year has begun
SMCSu members welcome new students 

By theresa reichlin, Vice-President 

Victor Baciu, president smcsU and Theresa reichlin, Vice-president smcsU
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iN  1929 st. michael’s college 
at the university of toronto 
had an ambitious idea: tear 

down every building on its campus between 
Bay Street and Queen’s Park Crescent and 
construct a breathtaking neo-gothic complex 
patterned after Princeton university. 

The College had grown substantially since 
its founding by the Basilian order of priests in 
1854. Since 1910, when St. Mike’s had become 
an arts college at u of t, the number of its 
students registered at the university had grown 
from 37 to 272. as well, in 1929 the College 
was embarking on a significant new academic 
venture in opening the institute of Mediaeval 
Studies, which would require new space in ap-
propriate buildings. 

There was another reason why the time 
had come for new buildings. when the ad-
ministrators at St. Michael’s compared their 
current physical plant with the impressive 
new structures of the other u of t colleges, 
they found it decidedly lacking. College fun-
draising materials of the period highlighted 
this relative deficiency, attempting to draw 
on denominational pride by contrasting 
pictures of the new buildings at Victoria 
College and trinity College with an unflat-
tering snapshot of the back of an old St. 
Mike’s building. By this time, St. Mike’s had 
been able to assemble frontage on Queen’s 
Park Crescent, using compensation it had 

unbuilt toronto
a glimpse into the architectural history of St. Michael’s College

By Mark osbaldeston 9t0

iN priNT

It seems fitting that as the University of St. Michael’s College works to complete its Campus Master Plan this year, we take time to reflect on our campus 
plans of the past. It is our good fortune that Mark Osbaldeston 9T0, one of our talented alumni, has already explored this question in his popular 
book unbuilt toronto: a history of the City That Might have Been. Osbaldeston notes that campus plans, like city plans, are fundamentally 
forward-looking. That’s the point. But the St. Michael’s College master plan of 1929 tells us more about the time of its creation than its imagined future.

The proposed campus complex for the new st. michael’s college stretched between Bay  
and Queen’s park crescent, longer than the façade of Union station.
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received when the City expropriated College 
lands for a northern extension of Bay Street 
in 1921. it could now expand westward 
towards the university of toronto and the 
university’s other colleges.

The College hired toronto architect a.w. 
holmes to plan its new campus. holmes had 
made a career of designing roman Catho-
lic church buildings throughout southern 
ontario, including three for the Basilians, 
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the most recent being the Basilian-run holy 
rosary Church on St. Clair avenue, west of 
Bathurst (1926–27), which holmes considered 
his masterpiece (albeit an unfinished master-
piece; to this day it lacks a planned tower). al-
though holmes had proven himself adept at a 
number of styles, for the St. Michael’s commis-
sion there was little doubt that gothic would 
prevail. gothic remained the style of choice 
for collegiate buildings, as recent construction 
across the university of toronto campus—
such as trinity College, hart house and em-
manuel College—had shown. Moreover, the 
St. Mike’s 1850s buildings were gothic as well, 
and the College consciously sought to provide 
a stylistic link to them (even as it planned their 
demolition). Finally, holmes and the College 
staff had taken a tour of Midwestern and east-
ern american universities, concluding that the 
breathtaking collection of gothic buildings at 
Princeton university (by ralph adams Cram, 
who had earlier been hired to design the new 
plans for the unfinished St. alban’s Cathedral) 
was the best example of buildings suited to “the 
needs and ideals” of St. Mike’s.

holmes treated the newly assembled St. 
Michael’s site as a greenfield. all existing 
buildings, including St. Basil’s, the origi-
nal 1856 Collegiate church (and the oldest 
building on the u of t campus), would be 
removed. in their place he planned a ratio-
nal, collegiate gothic complex built around 
a series of quadrangles. an open quadrangle 
on St. Joseph Street would serve as the Col-
lege’s main entrance. an administrative 
building reached by a semi-circular driveway 
would be flanked to the west by the library 
building and to the east by a new Collegiate 
church. The church’s tower would dominate 
the St. Joseph Street façade, which would 
stretch 860 feet between Queen’s Park and 
Bay Street, longer than the façade of union 
Station. in addition to these amenities, there 
would be residence accommodation for 500 
students (out of a total planned enrollment 
of 1,000), as well as lecture rooms, a din-
ing hall, a theatre/assembly hall and an 
athletic building containing a pool. a large 
athletic field would take up the campus’s 
northern border.

The fundraising campaign kicked off on 
June 3. its goal was to raise $3-million over 
18 months: half for the new buildings and 
half for a permanent endowment for the 
College. The event was noted in the local 
press, and appeals were made to alumni and 
among the Catholic faithful at the parish 
level. on June 3, 1929, $3-million seemed 
like a reasonable, if ambitious, goal. But after 
the stock-market crash of october 29, the 
goal might as well have been $3-billion. The 
bottom line was clear: There would be no 
Princeton on Queen’s Park Crescent.

holmes did ultimately produce two 
buildings for St. Michael’s. The teefy/
Fisher/More complex fronting on Queen’s 
Park Crescent was completed in 1935–36, 
containing classrooms, residences and the 
institute of Mediaeval Studies. Brennan 
hall, at the top of elmsley Place, was con-
structed in 1938 to house common rooms 
and dining facilities. Perhaps indicative of 
the changed mood of 1930s Canada as much 
as the changed financial situation of St. 
Mike’s, these buildings are in an earlier, more 
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 a view of the Queen’s park 
crescent façade of the new 

college and a partial view of 
the st. Joseph street façade. 

The tower of the chapel, 
which would have dominated 

the complex, is not shown. 

austere gothic style than had been proposed 
in 1929, mirroring much more closely the 
College’s pre-Confederation buildings. in-
deed, an alternate version of the Queen’s 
Park complex in this sparser style shows the 
north and south wings joined by a cloister 
and gate consciously modelled on archi-
tect william hay’s never-completed 1856 
scheme for the original College buildings. 

although the placement of Brennan hall 
and its dining facilities is roughly consis-
tent with the dining hall shown in holmes’s 
1929 plan, it seems unlikely that by 1938 
there remained any serious contemplation 
of a southward expansion towards St. Jo-
seph Street; certainly there is nothing in 
the building to indicate that this was an-
ticipated. as a result, the five late-Victorian 
houses on elmsley Place—buildings that 
were considered tear-downs by the College 
when it purchased them in the 1920s—have 
become an integral part of the College’s 
campus. a 1935 perspective drawing of the 
teefy/Fisher/More building, essentially as it 
would be built, shows the tip of St. Basil’s 

spire peeking above the treetops, acknowl-
edgement that by that time, no one thought 
that the College’s original building would 
be going anywhere soon.

The 1935 drawing does indicate a longer-
term vision, however, an extension of the new 
Queen’s Park complex along St. Joseph Street. 
in the drawing, the Queen’s Park and St. Jo-
seph Street buildings are joined by a sturdy, 
square tower. when St. Mike’s did finally 
build on St. Joseph, almost 20 years later (and 
15 years after holmes’s death), it was not to 
the 1935 plans. Nonetheless, you can still see 
evidence of those plans today. a windowless 
expanse stretching up from the entrance to 

holmes’s teefy hall marks the site of the 
architect’s planned tower. a 1937 bird’s eye 
map of the entire u of t campus that hangs 
in the hart house Map room shows the Col-

lege completed to the artist’s interpretation 
of holmes’ 1935 plans. Both are enduring 
physical reminders of the unfulfilled vision 
of the “New St. Michael’s College.”

excerpted from Unbuilt Toronto by 
Mark osbaldeston. Copyright © Mark 
osbaldeston, 2008. all rights reserved. 
Published by dundurn Press. osbaldeston 
is currently working on his third book in 
his series, Unbuilt Hamilton. F

“architect a.w. holmes had made a career of 
designing roman Catholic church buildings 
throughout southern ontario.”
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alUmNi associaTioN

at the september meeting
of the uSMC alumni as-
sociation Board of direc-

tors, we were delighted to welcome Katherine 
exarhakos 1t4, an intern in the SMC office 
of alumni affairs and development who in-
troduced the Board to a wonderful new initia-
tive: the Student Philanthropy Council (SPC) 
and Committee. 

The goal of the SPC is to celebrate the cul-
ture of giving at the university of St. Michael’s 
College and to raise awareness among St. Mi-
chael’s students about the significant impact 
donations have on their education. 

September saw the launch of the Council 
and Committee with a small team of creative 
and dedicated St. Michael’s students from 
different years and disciplines who are volun-
teering their time and creative energy to com-
municate the importance of giving back. The 
volunteer commitment is a two-tier model, 
with the Council and Committee allowing stu-
dents to select the level of obligation best suited 
to their school workload. Council members are 
Misha Boutilier, Martina Mimica, Melanie an-
geles, Komal ayub, Jacqueline (Jackie) Nguyen, 
alicja Krubnik and Sabrina Mendes. Commit-
tee members are Shane Kennedy, dalia oth-
man, Bianca Chami, Printsessa Moussounda, 
asma ali, ozgu topuz, andre darbinian, Joy 
otundo, Michelle luk and Brian rankin.

Since its inception, the SPC has been hard at 
work both on campus and through social media 
creating support and awareness. during the first 
few weeks of classes they hosted #SPCadvice 
(first day/week advice for frosh), gathering in-
formation from students for students on little 
facts that make the first few weeks on campus 

just a little bit easier. helpful hints included 
opting out of the dental plan if you are already 
covered by your parents’ plan and opting in for 
used text books that could save students up to 
half of the cover value when purchasing.

on September 3, the SPC hosted an open 
house at the alumni affairs and development 
office, held during Clubs day. Students were 
encouraged with the promise of “treats” to tour 
the offices and meet the staff. More than 100 
students availed themselves of the opportunity 
to talk to staff about what they do to enhance 
the educational experience at uSMC. The shar-
ing of information continued throughout the 
month of September with a series of welcome 
week info Sessions the SPC hosted in the lobby 
of Brennan hall. Council and Committee 
members were on hand to answer questions 
about what donated dollars do on campus, 
from funding scholarships to installing water 
fountains, from building new buildings to 
keeping the heat on in the ones we already have. 

on September 18, SPC participated in and 
helped organize SMC’s participation in the 

relay for life. The Committee used this op-
portunity to promote an instagram challenge, 
the idea of community support being essential 
to success. tag days started on September 28 
and ran until october 13. The SPC created a se-
ries of donation tags and attached them to items 
around campus funded by donor dollars. The 
committee then issued a challenge to students 
to find all the tags and take selfies with them. 

Keeping up with social media, the SPC 
Facebook site continued to host “Philanthropy 
at work,” a series of brief posts promoting the 
philanthropic work of our students, faculty and 
staff in the broader university of toronto com-
munity on their Facebook site.

The most recent event hosted by the SPC 
was the giving Thanks event, on october 8 and 
9. Seasonally appropriate, this week of events 
was planned to give students the opportunity to 
give thanks for all the benefits available on cam-
pus and supported through donations. The SPC 
set up a command post in Brennan hall where 
students were given the opportunity to sign a 
give Thanks Banner, participate in a photo 
booth and vote on which fundraising project 
would be selected for the grad-class fundraising 
campaign. So far 150 students have voted, and 
scholarship support is the clear winner.

on behalf of the alumni Board i am de-
lighted to support this wonderful new initiative. 
inspiring students to actively engage in the phil-
anthropic spirit of the College and providing 
them with the tools and experience they will 
need to succeed is an eminently worthwhile 
goal. we believe the SPC has the potential to 
create a greater appreciation for what a lifelong 
relationship with the university will mean to 
our students. F

Student Philanthropy Committee 

Creating a giving culture
By andy lubinsky 7t9, President, uSMC alumni association Board
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yoUNg alUmNi commiTTee

this year, the young alumni  
Committee (SMCyaC)—Chris-
topher deans 0t4, laura Fallico 

1t0, ainsley gilkinson 0t9, Paul Krzy-
zanowski 0t4, andrew Manis 1t1, Justin 
towndale 0t7, Christopher VanBerkum 
0t9 and lily wong 0t5—heard from 
students and staff about the 
diversity of the graduating classes 
and the need to be responsive to 
the changing requirements of our 
alumni body. 

Through event feedback forms 
and face-to-face encounters with 
current students and other young 
alumni, from the first introduc-
tions to the incoming class dur-
ing orientation week in Septem-
ber to chats at the Convocation 
BBQ in June, students and new 
alumni were able to share their 
wide-ranging interests, ideas and 
goals with the committee. They 
talked about their expectations 
for College life and beyond and 
about their varied experiences at 
St. Michael’s College. The committee also 
learned how alumni affairs and develop-
ment is responding to changing demograph-
ics and the different perspectives, needs and 
priorities of recent graduates.

The challenge for the committee and 
alumni affairs and development is to reach 
out to current and former students while re-
specting and understanding those different 
interests and priorities. This necessitates a 
broad range of targeted activities and com-
munications methods. 

The committee is already working on 
ways to communicate with young alumni 
to ensure they can stay connected to the Col-
lege and its activities in ways that are relevant 
to them. direct mail and e-mails are still 
effective, but when planning a mentoring 
or networking event, there are benefits to 

using linkedin as well. Students interested 
in keeping in touch with friends and for-
mer classmates might find the St. Michael’s 
College alumni page on Facebook helpful. 
alumni looking for some nostalgic recollec-
tions about their time on campus might be 
interested in looking through pictures on 
instagram. everyone has a preference, and 
recognizing that has helped the committee 
see the value of these different methods, 
which can be used to communicate a specific 
message or with specific groups of alumni. 

The same is true of activities. as Boozer 
Brown, the friendly alumni versus student fall 
football game, demonstrates, it is important 
to plan events that reflect the preferences of 
students and young alumni. alumni may be 
interested in road hockey and football, for ex-
ample, but they may also be interested in the 

visual arts, professional network-
ing or events for young families. 
The committee has already worked 
with alumni affairs and develop-
ment on some activities. There was 
an event at the ago earlier this 
year and another event on cam-
pus that promoted career devel-
opment. More events are coming. 
alumni interested in reconnecting 
with College friends may want to 
join other young alumni at an up-
coming pub event or come back to 
campus for a networking event with 
young professionals. learning more 
about students’ interests is helping 
the committee promote a vibrant, 
responsive community of young, 
engaged alumni. 

Boozer Brown is a great tradition at St. 
Michael’s College, and the committee looks 
forward to more opportunities to have alumni 
return to the campus, play a game and spend 
time with old friends. But with such diverse 
young alumni, the committee is also looking 
forward to working with alumni affairs and 
development on a whole range of activities 
that reflect the variety of those graduates.

alumni interested in working with the 
young alumni Committee should contact 
smc.alumniaffairs@utoronto.ca. F

responding to young alumni
Varied experiences and priorities 

By andrew Manis 1t1 and Christopher VanBerkum 0t9 

ainsley gilkinson oT9 speaks at the Usmc invocation ceremony 2014
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ProFile

The right honourable Paul Martin 6t1 talks about the pressing need 
to empower Canada’s indigenous peoples through education

By Susanne Miskimmin 9t4

Paul Martin’s  
aboriginal education initiative

P aul martin believes the well-being of indigenous peoples is currently the greatest 
economic, social and moral issue facing Canada. Martin traces his interest in indigenous issues 
back more than 50 years. as a teenager working on a Mackenzie river tugboat, he befriended 

a number of Native men his age. his friends—largely dene, inuit and Métis Nation—were smart 
and hard-working but Martin noticed they didn’t seem to have the same aspirations as other kids like 
himself. Many felt lost or caught between two cultures and experienced a sense of hopelessness and 
uncertainty regarding their future. 

That experience influenced him not only during his time in politics but also after leaving public 
office. Since retiring from politics in 2008, Martin has continued to work with First Nations communi-
ties. That year he established the Martin aboriginal education initiative to improve aboriginal educa-
tion at the elementary and secondary-school levels and to increase the graduation rates of indigenous 
students. he has contributed seed money and built multi-sector partnerships to launch a number of 
effective programs in support of aboriginal student achievement in literacy, entrepreneurship, busi-
ness and finance, among other fields. The initiative also aims to raise awareness and promote a better 
understanding of indigenous cultures and history among non-aboriginal Canadians.

That focus reflects Martin’s belief that improved education, in concert with improvements in basic 
social welfare, are essential in order to enable aboriginal people to better integrate into the economy 
and thus improve their lives. as the youngest and fastest-growing segment of the Canadian popula-
tion, indigenous people have to succeed not only for their own sake but for that of the entire country. 
Martin says it’s a matter of economics. “if you invest in young aboriginal children today,” he says, “they 
will make major contributions in the future. if you don’t, they will be a major draw on the economy. 
it’s as simple as that.” 
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Such investment is also the best way to address the current gap 
between indigenous and non-indigenous populations in educational 
achievement and subsequent employment levels. The Centre for the 
Study of living Standards has projected that over a 20-year period, 
the cumulative economic benefit of eliminating that gap would be 
in excess of $115-billion.

above all, as far as Martin is concerned, improving the lives 
of indigenous people is a moral imperative. indigenous children 
continue to endure living conditions that most 
Canadians should find appalling. a recent study 
by the Canadian Centre for Policy alternatives 
and Save the Children Canada found indigenous 
children are over two-and-a-half times more likely 
to live in poverty than non-indigenous children, 
and they lag behind the rest of Canada’s children 
on virtually every measure of socio-economic 
scale: family income; educational attainment; 
living conditions including crowding, homeless-
ness and water quality; and health factors such as 
disease, infant mortality and suicide rates. 

in a report for the C.d. howe institute, John 
richards, Professor, School of Public Policy, Simon 
Fraser university and roger Phillips Scholar of So-
cial Policy at the C.d. howe institute, concludes 
that on-reserve education is in crisis. he calls for 
urgent action by the federal government to address 
the persistently low completion rates on reserves 
where 58 percent of young adults have not com-
pleted high school. “Someone’s got to take a stand 
after two decades of stagnation in education on 
reserves,” says richards. “we’ve lost a generation 
because of the lack of improvement.” 

Furthermore, compared to provincial support of the public school 
systems, the federal government spends 20 to 40 percent less per capita 
for students on reserves. The exact size of the funding gap is a source of 
debate, but economist don drummond has suggested the difference 
is as large as $4,000 per student in ontario. 

Martin calls this “nothing short of discrimination against the 
youngest and most vulnerable members of society.” and he empha-
sizes this is a relationship that has to improve. he believes the federal 
government has a moral obligation to ensure equality in funding to 
each child across the country.

as Canada’s 21st prime minister, Martin oversaw the signing of 
the 2005 Kelowna accord, which committed $5-billion over 10 years 
to improving the education, employment and living conditions of 
First Nation, Métis Nation and inuit peoples. The accord took shape 
over a year and a half of consultation and negotiation, and repre-
sented the first time in Canadian history that the prime minister, 
premiers, territorial leaders and indigenous leaders gathered in one 
place to address the challenges facing Canada’s indigenous peoples. 
however, the Conservative government cancelled the accord after 

a consensus had been reached and funding allocated.
This past May, the federal government tabled Bill C-33, the First 

Nations Control of First Nations education act. This legislation repre-
sents Prime Minister Stephen harper’s most ambitious plan to reform 
aboriginal-government relations. unfortunately, concerns regarding 
the limited nature of “First Nations control,” as well as the consulta-
tion process leading up to the bill, divided aboriginal leadership. while 
some considered it an adequate starting point for further negotiations, 

others feared the bill would erode aboriginal rights and treaty agree-
ments. in the end, the assembly of First Nations, representing over 600 
communities across the country, voted to reject the proposal: “Canada 
must withdraw Bill C-33 and engage in an honourable process with 
First Nations that recognizes and supports regional and local diversity 
leading to true First Nation control of education based on our respon-
sibilities and inherent aboriginal and treaty rights.” in response, the 
federal government walked away from the table.

in a country that purports to be a leader in human-rights advocacy 
both at home and abroad, the current state of indigenous-Crown 
relations represents a significant national embarrassment. Canada’s 
moral authority and international reputation are eroding steadily in 
the face of increasing criticism from the united Nations and other 
human-rights watchdogs. 

James anaya, a leading uN human-rights expert, claims the cur-
rent situation has reached crisis proportions. anaya is former (2008) 
uN Special rapporteur on the Situation of human rights and Fun-
damental Freedoms of indigenous Peoples and is currently the James 
J. lenoir Professor of human rights law and Policy at the univer-
sity of arizona’s James e. rogers College of law. he found Canada’s 

above all, as far as Martin is 
concerned, improving the lives 
of indigenous people is a moral 
imperative. indigenous children 

continue to endure living 
conditions that most Canadians 

should find appalling.
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relationship with indigenous peoples has deteriorated over the past 
decade and Canada has failed to make any meaningful progress on 
the very serious threats faced by indigenous communities. “The most 
jarring manifestation of these human-rights problems is the distress-
ing socio-economic conditions of indigenous peoples in a highly 
developed country,” anaya wrote. amnesty international concurs. 
“By every measure, be it respect for treaty and land rights, levels of 
poverty, average life spans, violence against women and girls, dramati-
cally disproportionate levels of arrest and incarceration or access to 

government services such as housing, health care, education, water 
and child protection, indigenous peoples across Canada continue to 
face a grave human-rights crisis.”

Martin believes “the honour of Canada” is at stake. “at a time when 
on-reserve education is so badly underfunded and health care for all 
aboriginals despicable, the fact that the government continues to cut 
back on historic transfers is beyond the pale,” he says. “you can’t do 
everything overnight, but you can demonstrate your preparedness to 
deal with the issues as expeditiously as possible, which this govern-
ment has refused to do.”

while there is always a certain degree of tension in provincial rela-
tionships, Martin thinks things are “fairly good” at the moment. The 
provinces have “an openness, a preparedness to talk, and this fact is 
respected and appreciated by First Nations, Métis Nation and inuit 
peoples. with regard to the federal government, well, at present it can 
hardly be described in the same way.” 

Martin is clearly taken aback by the Conservative government’s 
claims to be focusing on rebuilding relations with aboriginal peoples. 
rather, he suggests, it is moving in the opposite direction. “The level 
of mistrust First Nations have towards the federal government is clear 

and unfortunately one can understand why. we can’t continue to do 
what we’ve been doing for 200 years, which is to make commitments 
only to ignore them. you can’t make piecemeal changes without talk-
ing to people, without a really good debate. There has to be agreement 
between the First Nations and the government about the structure of 
the relationship. it’s not something that can be changed by the federal 
government unilaterally.” he adds, “if you want to establish a relation-
ship, go to a reserve and read to a six-year-old. Set up a literacy program.”

to that end, on September 5, Martin—along with the right hon-
ourable Joe Clark, former assembly of First Nations 
national chief ovide Mercredi, former inuit tapiriit 
Kanatami leader Mary Simon, former Nwt pre-
mier Stephen Kakfwi, former auditor general of 
Canada Sheila Fraser and Justice Murray Sinclair, 
who led the truth and reconciliation Commis-
sion—signed a document entitled Canadians for a 
New Partnership (CFNP). The organization aims 
to achieve better living conditions, education and 
economic opportunities for all aboriginal groups. 
(Visit http://www.cfnp.ca/ for more information.)

in fact, for all his censure of the current Cana-
dian government and his first-hand experience of 
the seemingly insurmountable challenges facing 
Canada’s indigenous peoples, Martin remains op-
timistic about the future of First Nations, Métis 
Nation and inuit youth. he has great regard for 
the spiritual and cultural resilience of indigenous 
groups and great faith in fellow Canadians. he is 
confident that if non-aboriginal Canadians fully 
appreciated the dismal reality of life for many First 
Nations, they’d fight for equality. “Canadians do 

not receive an adequate explanation of the issues. Some of the incred-
ible misconceptions are fostered by the fact that Canadians don’t 
know and have never been taught aboriginal history adequately.” The 
result is a profound misunderstanding of the despair in First Nations 
territories, both its scale and its causes.

while there is no question that building partnerships with First 
Nations, Métis Nation and inuit communities, and working together 
to close the gap and improve living conditions, are economic and 
social issues, he is convinced Canadians will also embrace it as a moral 
issue. “it’s compensation that is owed. The commitments were made. 
The real issue is that those commitments continue to be forgotten 
and it is young children who are suffering the most. if you want to 
build a stronger country, you don’t turn your back on children. They 
are the ones who will build our future.” 

in First Nations communities across the country, Martin senses “an 
enormous amount of hope, a huge amount of hope for the children. 
what they’re looking for is for Canada and Canadians to respond. The 
Canadian people have to get behind them.” Martin has no doubt that 
if we do, if we work together, we can replace poverty with prosperity 
and frustration with hope. FPh
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a dialogue with



learning about difference through ancient languages and culture
by Megan o’Connor

a dialogue with

l anguage is both a barrier and a 
way to know a people. grasping this 
fact—a tension of distance and famil-

iarity—helps define the undergraduate Medi-
aeval Studies program at St. Michael’s College, 
where the study of language has unusual weight. 

 giulio Silano 7t5, the program co-or-
dinator, explains: “we want to prepare stu-
dents to handle language. elsewhere in North 
america, mediaeval studies is primarily a liter-
ary enterprise. we offer a more rounded pro-
gram, with more emphasis on the culture of 
the Middle ages as a whole.” in other words, 
to understand our modern laws, ideas of mar-
riage and other institutions, you have to know 
something of their origins.

Peter o’hagan 0t9 agrees. o’hagan, who 
specialized in Mediaeval Studies at SMC from 
2006 to 2009, is now working on his Phd at 
the Centre for Medieval Studies at the univer-
sity of toronto. it was a course in mediaeval 
history, taught in his first year at SMC by Si-
lano and Joe goering, that got him hooked on 
the period. in a way, the term Middle ages is 
misleading. Many people argue it was a time 
of beginnings. The Middle ages were “the era 
when the foundations of europe were laid,” 
o’hagan says. “For a Catholic, there’s also the 
thrill of the familiar. you become immersed 
in a culture centred on scripture and liturgy, 
and a world view centred on god, where the 
world reflects invisible realities. For me, it 

“ …should they who departed this life a thousand years ago return to their 
cities, they would believe them to be occupied by a foreign people, so 
different would the language be from theirs.”

– dante, opening section of Il ConvIvIo (The BanqueT), early 1300s
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was fascinating to see that certain things, familiar to me now, existed 
back then. at the same time, i had to ask myself why other things had 
changed. i became more aware of the historicity of the Church, of the 
fact that the Church exists in time. it made me reflect on different ways 
of living out faith.” 

For a real dialogue between past and present, scholars have to open 
themselves to difference. “The best way to fall in love with the mate-
rial,” says o’hagan, “is to encounter it directly.” This is a tall order for 
an undergraduate in the 21st century, especially one living in Canada, 
where few high schools offer latin, yet it gets to the heart of the program. 
“you can’t enrich human experience without remembering,” Silano tells 
his students. “you can’t love what you don’t remember.” and you can’t 
remember if you don’t know the language. undergraduate specialists 
in Mediaeval Studies take at least 12 full courses in the program, two 
of which must be in latin. The requirement is in part the legacy of 
one of the College’s early key figures, Étienne gilson, who co-founded 
the Pontifical institute of Mediaeval Studies (PiMS) at St. Michael’s 
College. Joe goering, who teaches in the current SMC program, says, 
“gilson insisted that most—let’s say 95 percent—of medieval sources 
are unedited. So you have to learn how to read medieval manuscripts. 
you need palaeography [the study of past handwriting], you need latin.” 

The Kelly library at SMC offers a gradual immersion. its shelves 
contain modern english translations, as well as texts in ecclesiastical 
latin and sources on medieval law, Judaism, warfare, theology and 
gender in the Middle ages. This breadth of material is essential. all 
students in Mediaeval Studies take a common course, yet the program 
is designed to offer a wide choice of focus. “we’ve developed a structure 
that allows students to build their own program,” says goering. This 
is made possible by cross-listing with departments in english, history, 

philosophy, fine art, music, media and languages, as well as courses 
offered by SMC. Students benefit from a critical mass of faculty and 
resources since they have access to libraries like the Kelly, robarts and 
the Thomas Fisher rare Book library. 

The PiMS library is a site of pilgrimage for scholars from around the 
world, specializing in latin sources from the Middle ages, though some 
texts are in the vernacular of their time. when PiMS librarian greti 
dinkova-Bruun taught a course on the Mediaeval Book, she gave her 
students a sample. “i’d bring my students into the rare book room,” she 
says. “i’d show them a 13th-century commentary by Thomas aquinas 
on aristotle’s book The Nicomachean Ethics, written in latin.” For many 
students, it was their first encounter with so old a book. you can see 
the skin of the animal that made each page, the difference between hair 
and flesh sides and the holes where the skin was stretched too far. The 
content of the aquinas text is serious and yet little hand-drawn figures 
appear in the pages: a monster, a squirrel, a pig. “Students are always 
charmed by this,” dinkova-Bruun says proudly. “it shows that even 
scholars in the Middle ages had a sense of humour.” although PiMS 
is now a separate institution, it is still on the SMC campus and a few 
undergraduates have been able to use its library by special permission. 

SMC, PiMS and the Centre for Medieval Studies (founded in 1964) 
established toronto as the place in North america to study the Middle 
ages. The undergraduate program, interdisciplinary and medieval in 
focus, emerged in the 1970s when SMC picked up the idea, drawing 
on its own tradition. SMC Principal domenico Pietropaolo refers to 
a timeline of efforts to revive scholasticism: “our interest in the study 
of the Middle ages is rooted in that academic culture.” Father Thomas 
Carr, the other co-founder of PiMS, had wanted SMC to reflect Pope 
leo Xiii’s encyclical Aeterni Patris (1879), in which the Pope calls for 
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“a viable Christian philosophy for modern times.” gilson believed it 
was necessary to study medieval culture in order to understand the 
philosophy of such figures as Thomas aquinas. (See The Étienne gilson 
Collection by ruth-ellen St. onge.) 

The first SMC undergraduate course in Mediaeval Studies, taught 
by al wingell in 1977-78, had 10 students. Currently the program 
supports nearly 80. Many, like o’hagan, go on to do graduate 
work in the field. “The undergraduate program let me experiment,” 
says o’hagan, citing the range of courses and the options for in-
dependent study. in his fourth year at SMC he compared theories 
of papal governance between giles of rome and Bernard of Clair-
vaux, under the supervision of Silano. “i met with dr. Silano first,” 
o’hagan says. “he let me help determine the topic parameters.” 
it was good preparation. “later, the transition to graduate school 
felt almost seamless.” other SMC students refer to research—their 
opportunities to collaborate with faculty—as the highlight of their 
undergraduate experience. each year, an undergraduate colloquium 
gives students a chance to show their work. Many of the faculty 
attend and students love it.

one challenge for Mediaeval Studies at SMC is its size. it’s a small 
cohort, scattered across many courses, and students can feel isolated. 
The students who run the Mediaeval Studies undergraduate Society 
(MSuS) are working to make the program more collegial. in 2013–14, 
MSuS was led by co-presidents eli McNeil and rebecca Blakeney. Mc-
Neil speaks to his own motivation: “it’s amazing to have a program of 
this kind in Canada,” he says. “For me, it has been simply miraculous.” 
he refers to the quality and breadth of the courses, and to the people: 
“The professors are approachable and world-class academics. The other 
students are passionate about their fields of study.” it also gave him 
the research and linguistic experience he craved. in his fourth year, he 
helped uSMC senior lecturer Michael o’Connor analyze commentar-
ies on aquinas by translating latin into english. “one very interesting 
development,” McNeil points out, “is the introduction of a course in 
Vulgate latin this fall.” it will give students the option to take a latin 
course specifically tailored to studies in medieval Christianity. 

Theology is a focus for some of the faculty but not all. literature, 
history and latin are equally represented, and courses are offered on 
topics ranging from medieval music to dante to the Middle ages in 
film. “People don’t realize how interdisciplinary we are,” says Blakeney. 
“if you can think of it, you can do it here.” when Blakeney first came 
to university, she wanted to study archaeology. The MSuS-piloted 
buddy program, where first-year students are paired with upper years, 
led to her taking up Mediaeval Studies as a second major and she 
hasn’t looked back. The buddy model, which is being adopted by most 
programs at SMC, is one of several MSuS initiatives. MSuS wants to 
make Mediaeval Studies more visible on campus. its events range from 
seminars on Norse mythology to a grail Quest to the very popular 
Masquerade Ball. “our program has so much to offer,” says McNeil, 
“even to non-specialists.” 

will SMC’s Mediaeval Studies ever be a large program? in today’s 
career-focused times, it will at best attract a small, dedicated cohort. 

yet faculty are passionate about keeping it, and Pietropaolo wants to 
build the program’s resources to add to its academic credibility. why?

here is one possible answer. The Middle ages are both familiar 
and strange. The medieval universities, on which today’s campuses are 
based, were places of debate and open-ended questions. They nurtured 
theological writings that now inform much of the Church’s teaching. 
when goering lectures on Peter lombard (1096–1164), he gives SMC 
undergraduates the actual experience of early medieval pedagogy, a 
way of seeking truth among different texts and viewpoints. on one 
hand, the SMC program points to a quest for an historical reality—the 
hope that an earlier text will get us to the true source. on the other, it 
acknowledges a truth that is found in the details, in the shades of dif-
ference and in change. translation is never perfect even when we “fall 
in love” with the text. That’s why there is more than one edition of any 
highly important text. yet we strive for better translations, ones more 
informed by history. it can seem paradoxical to study the particulars of 
a distant city or text while searching for a truth that fits our own world, 
yet it’s a paradox that many of us live with daily. The SMC program in 
Mediaeval Studies is a model of how it can bear fruit. F

“  The medieval universities,  
on which today’s campuses  
are based, were places of debate 
and open-ended questions.” 
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an SMC Continuing education course explores the meaning of  
toronto’s losing sports teams By larry Colle 7t4

teaM 

toroNto

t he journey that led me to  
teaching a Sports history class about 
toronto and the art of losing began 

in 2001 when i attended a uSMC Con-
tinuing education lecture about renowned 
austrian psychiatrist Viktor Frankl and his 
book Man’s Search for Meaning. People are sur-
prised when they find out Frankl’s existential 

philosophy encouraged me to teach about 
losing sports teams in toronto but the con-
nection is actually pretty logical. 

The lecturer, Mary Jo leddy, founder of 
romero house, an organization that assists 
refugees claimants, spoke eloquently about 
finding meaning in the face of despair and 
the most sordid forms of existence. leddy 

and Mimi Marrocco 6t9, the founder of the 
Continuing education division at uSMC, 
encouraged me to do a course on my passion 
for sports.

and that is how Frankl’s work propelled 
me to face the mild despair (in contrast to 
the very real suffering Frankl wrote about) of 
being a fan of the many losing sports teams 
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we have in toronto, from the Maple leafs 
(who haven’t won the Stanley Cup since 1967) 
to Major league Soccer’s toronto FC, which 
until this year had never made the playoffs 
since the team’s inception in 2007. (The 2014 
season outcome was undecided at the time 
of publication but all indications were that 
tFC would not make the playoffs again.) of 
course, the 1992 and ’93 world Series wins by 
the Blue Jays serve as the one major exception 
to the “losers” paradigm, but that’s a pretty 
small example to the contrary.

around the same time, i had another 

personal experience that helped convince 
me of the value of this course. i met a for-
mer toronto argonaut great and childhood 
idol at my 50th birthday party: dave “Super” 
Mann, who often volunteered as an offensive 
co-ordinator with the uSMC intercollegiate 
football team during the lex Byrd head 
coaching era from 1978 until 1993, a time 
when St. Michael’s won eight Mulock Cups.

Before that, Mann had played in the 
NFl with the Chicago Cardinals (one of 
the great losing franchises in the NFl, but 
that’s another story) and the CFl’s toronto 

argonauts. he told me about an infamous 
play in a 1961 playoff game between the ar-
gos and hamilton tiger Cats. This play came 
to define a generation of despondent toronto 
sports fans and gave me even more fodder for 
the course.

bAD Argo bounCe
in that 1961 game, the argos were one play 
away from the grey Cup after a nine-year 
drought. Mann simply had to kick a single 
in the hamilton end zone to win the game at 
the tail end of a two-game, total-point series 
between the two teams. as we watched on 
tV at home, my older brother was so con-
vinced the argos would win that he raced 
to a friend’s house to celebrate. however, as 
can only happen with the CFl’s unique rules, 
Mann’s punt into the end zone was punted 
back by a hamilton defender. Mann again 
kicked it back, only to have it returned for a 
touchdown that was eventually called back. 
The teams ended up going into overtime, 
where the argos got blown out 48 to 2 over 
10 quarters of football.

Mann told me the officials had made a 
crucial error in his attempted punts by not 
calling a no-yards penalty, which they admit-
ted a year later. The officials should have al-
lowed Mann to kick much closer to the ham-
ilton end zone, thus sealing a toronto victory. 
“But the memories of that play were like glass 
in my mouth for 40 years,” a haunted Mann 
told me. That conversation would remain in 
the back of my mind for many years.

st. miChAel’s Winners
i didn’t start to teach about the losing sports 
tradition in toronto at first, having chosen 
instead to start a St. Michael’s College Classic 
Sports history course. i had attended both 
the College School (1969) and the university 
of St. Michael’s College 7t4 and wanted to 
celebrate their respective winning traditions. 
So i taught a sports history course with classes 
held at the alumni lounge of the College 
School’s historic hockey arena. The course was 
also co-sponsored by Continuing education 
and the Society for international hockey re-
search, using the vast video archives of sports 
historian and author Paul Patskou. Ph
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in 2002 i began inviting some prominent 
guests to speak about their time at St. Mi-
chael’s and their professional sports memories, 
as players, opponents and hockey executives. 
They included legendary Hockey Night in 
Canada producer ralph Mellanby, hall of 
Famers dave Keon, Frank Mahovlich, red 
Kelly, gerry Cheevers, Pierre Pilote, Jim 
gregory and Murray Costello, as well as a 
variety of interesting hockey players and 
personalities over the years, including Mike 
walton, rod Seiling, gerry McNamara, dave 
dryden, arnie Brown, gene ubriaco, terry 

Clancy and dave, Kris and Mike draper. 
Besides speaking of their hockey hall of 

Fame careers and Stanley Cup victories, what 
kept coming up was that these folks also spoke 
about the dark side of what has since gone 
wrong with toronto sport teams. The leafs 
had resembled a recurring panic attack from 
an old Twilight Zone episode starring william 
Shatner. The guests’ observations centred on 
the Maple leafs, whose Stanley Cup drought 
is the longest for an original Six hockey team.

reCiPes for DisAster
what was the common denominator for 
these sports greats when they explained the 
historical state of hockey in toronto? accord-
ing to former leafs gM gerry McNamara, 
one of the main culprits was harold Ballard, 
the eccentric owner of the Maple leafs from 
1972 until 1990. Ballard had always needed 

to borrow a lot of money to keep the team 
afloat. Consequently, even though the team 
had constant sellouts in Maple leaf gardens, 
McNamara says it had the smallest scouting 
staffs among all Nhl teams. 

Before that, Ballard and his partner, Staf-
ford Smythe, stripped the leafs farm teams 
bare and sold off most of their precious talent 
assets, starting with the 1967 original Nhl 
expansion draft. The duo was later found guilty 
of fraud in 1972 for diverting Maple leaf gar-
dens’ funds for their personal use. as well, Bal-
lard refused to financially compete with the 

world hockey association as the new league 
had poached stars such as Bernie Parent.

Former leafs gM Jim gregory had the 
same complaints. when he tried to bring 
additional Swedish stars to supplement Borje 
Salming in the mid-1970s to compete with 
powerhouses such as the Canadiens and the 
Broad Street Bullies of Philadelphia, Bal-
lard blocked the move for financial reasons. 
The leafs were also notoriously cheap in the 
1980s. Ballard once had the opportunity 
to obtain Jim Korn from the detroit red 
wings for cash in 1982; instead he opted 
to send detroit two future amateur draft 
choices instead of paying the waiver claim 
price of $50,000. he would also often scalp 
his own team’s tickets using a relative outside 
the gardens.

Former star dave Keon intimated that a 
lack of respect for leafs former players had 

created a bad aura around the team. For ex-
ample, Keon has long advocated the Maple 
leafs should retire players’ numbers just like 
the Montreal Canadiens do. The habs have 
retired 18 in all, usually at awe-inspiring 
ceremonies at the old Montreal Forum and 
now at the Bell Centre. The leafs have only 
two retired numbers, 5 and 6, to honour Bill 
Barilko and ace Bailey, respectively. 

The leafs instead started a bizarre prac-
tice in the 1990s of “honouring” numbers 
without retiring them, meaning ordinary 
players passing through the team end up 

wearing famous player jersey numbers (wit-
ness Matt Stajan wearing Keon’s 14). This 
caused some conflict between Keon—argu-
ably one of the greatest leafs players of all 
time—and the team (with occasional recon-
ciliations). Meanwhile, what the leafs need 
more than anything else is a mass sporting 
exorcism, which they could initiate by fi-
nally retiring all those famous jerseys from 
Mahovlich to Kelly.

Bill watters, former leafs broadcaster 
and executive, has a rule of thumb: the to-
ronto sporting class collectively overvalues 
its players by about 25 percent so anyone 
who plays here is actually not as good as we 
local fans think they are. This is exacerbated 
by the media, according to communications 
executive dave Sieger, who used to cover 
the edmonton oilers in the 1980s as a ra-
dio broadcaster. his theory is that toronto 

Rogers Centre attendance hovers  
around the 18,000 mark, with many 
empty seats “masquerading as fans.”
                                                                                                    —sPortsWriter Jim hunt
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reporters are so keen to be part of the sports 
scene, they make celebrities even out of run-
of-the-mill players.

toronto fC’s Defining moment
This star-crossed soccer team, which until 
this year had never made the playoffs since 
its inception in 2007, has seen some unbe-
lievable occurrences happen against them, 
especially in stoppage or added-on injury 
time, for instance getting tied or losing a 
game at the last minute or in extra time af-
ter the regular 90-minute match has ended. 

long-time toronto FC fans have experi-
enced that constantly, meaning they neces-
sarily possess the strongest constitutions of 
any toronto sports fans. Frank giannone, 
a soccer researcher, has calculated toronto 
FC has either been tied or lost from the 90th 
minute onwards an amazing 18 times since 
its 2007 inaugural season.

i witnessed an occurrence even rarer than 
a triple play in baseball when on oct. 16, 
2010 a shocking strike by Columbus Crew 
goalkeeper will hesmer—that’s right, a 
goalkeeper (there had only been one other 
recorded goaltender scoring up to that 
time)—kept toronto FC from earning what 
would have been at the time a first-ever win 
against the ohio side. hesmer struck in in-
jury time to make it a 2-2 final. “i’ve seen 
it happen before back in england but i’m 
speechless. The ball will never drop for us 
and it dropped for them twice,” then to-
ronto coach Nick dasovic said about the 
hesmer goal.

But last-minute misfortune has hap-
pened many times in toronto FC history, 
despite the best efforts to hire new coaches 
and bring worldwide stars to play here. The 
team seemed to be finally turning a corner 
in 2014 with the addition of star players 
such as Jermaine defoe and Michael Brad-
ley. Maple leaf Sports & entertainment 
President and Ceo tim leiweke—who 
has resigned but will retain his position 
until June 2015 or until the club names a 
replacement—has made a positive impact 
with toronto FC and the toronto raptors 
by hiring a new, dynamic gM, Masai ujiri, 
who built an exciting team within a year, 

thus attracting a young fan base epitomized 
by rapper drake, who is leiweke’s choice 
as team ambassador.

strAnge toronto sPorts sCene
The crown jewel of losing toronto sports 
teams is, of course, the Maple leafs. Forbes 
Magazine has named the club as the only 
Nhl team among the top 50 most valuable 
franchises in sports. according to Forbes, the 
leafs are worth uS$1.15-billion, making it 
the top Nhl team on the list for the past 
nine straight years. The team has made the 
playoffs just once during that time period.

in contrast, toronto sports fans are allergic 
to attending toronto argonauts games even 
though the team most recently won the grey 
Cup in 2012. The argos have an absentee 
owner in david Braley, the Blue Jays are anx-
ious for their football counterparts to exit the 
rogers Centre soon and the announced atten-
dance hovers around the 18,000 mark, with 
many empty seats “masquerading as fans,” as 
sportswriter Jim hunt used to remark.

dave Sieger notes toronto sports fans 
seem more loyal while their teams are losing. 
he points to Blue Jays attendance plum-
meting after the 1992 and 1993 world 
Series triumphs. Similarly, interest in the 
argos dropped off significantly after they 
ended a decades-long grey Cup drought 
in 1983 and has never really come back. 
toronto FC developed a cult following even 
though incredible last-minute defeats piled 
on one another. Sieger theorizes Maple leafs 
attendance would only start to wane if they 
finally win the Stanley Cup.

however, Paul Patskou disagrees with 
Sieger’s arguments. he contends the Jays 
started losing fans after the baseball strike of 
1994 and there are other reasons why atten-
dance failed. he argues attendance always is 
boosted when the fans think the Jays have a 
chance to win, like this current year when at-
tendance is surging due to a competitive team. 
toronto fans, he says, love winners.

all these debates, anomalies and enigmas 
will again be the centrepiece of the course 
and our renewed search for sports meaning 
during the next sessions of toronto and the 
art of losing. F

tiDbits from the Course

while playing for the leafs, red Kelly 

was a Toronto liberal mp in york west 

riding from 1962 until 1965. his progres-

sive conservative opponent in the 1963 

federal election was alan eagleson. he 

called the eagleson experience one of his 

most difficult ever.

Kris Draper, who starred for the Detroit 

red wings for many years, was sold to 

the team for $1 by the winnipeg Jets in 

1993 and forever became known as the 

“one dollar man.”

football was just as big as hockey at 

both Usmc and st. michael’s college 

school up to 1951, when the schools 

co-existed on Bay street. old yearbooks 

give equal play to both sports and father 

David Bauer, the godfather of hockey 

who led the st. mike’s majors to the 

memorial cup in 1961, was both a great 

hockey player and football player when 

he played both sports in the 1940s. as a 

teacher at the high school in the 1950s, 

he would dare students at the school 

football field to catch him as he wove 

around them untouched, carrying a 

football and wearing a priest’s cassock.

Usmc was part of the ontario rugby 

football Union (orfU) from 1890 to 

1911 and then sporadically in the early 

1930s. st. michael’s won the 1911 senior 

football championship and the year 

before, in 1910, st. michael’s won the 

allan cup as champions of senior hockey. 

Those senior hockey champions then 

beat U.s. amateur champs from New 

york and Boston during a U.s. tour, 

claiming the unofficial world amateur 

championship. The orfU was a rival 

league of the Big four in the eastern di-

vision of the cfl. The two leagues would 

play off to see who would face western 

cfl teams for the grey cup. Theoreti-

cally, st. mike’s could have played for the 

grey cup but never made it to the final. 
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the arbor awards were created in 1989 to thank  
outstanding volunteers of the u of t and its College com-
munities for their tremendous generosity and contribution 

to the experience of students, faculty, staff and alumni. These vol-
unteers personify the very best attributes of the university’s motto, 
Velut arbor aevo, “May it grow as a tree through the ages.” Their 
work represents both our roots and our branches, which have served 
to anchor our traditions and spread the mission of the u of t to 
meet global challenges and prepare global 
citizens. St. Michael’s puts forth nomina-
tions each year of alumni and community 
volunteers who have contributed in this 
manner through their service to St. Mi-
chael’s College. Sponsored by university 
advancement, the award ceremony takes 
place each September at the President’s of-
ficial residence. This year St. Michael’s was 
proud to celebrate with seven exceptional 
St. Mike’s alumni who received this out-
standing honour. 

Roland Bertin 6T1 roland has been a tire-
less volunteer at the university of St. Mi-
chael’s College. a financial adviser for many 
years, he was a member of the Board of directors of the Mediaeval 
Studies Foundation for 10 years before becoming a member of the 
College’s investment committee. his work has greatly contributed to 
the growth and development of St. Mike’s.

Mary-Ellen J. Burns 7T0 Mary-ellen’s voluntary service at St. Mi-
chael’s is a continuation of her important work as a former alumni 
affairs staff lead. a member of the alumni College of electors and the 
Friends of the Kelly library, Mary-ellen provides valuable assistance 
in the development and implementation of innovative events and 
programs designed to bring the St. Michael’s community together.

Andréa Callà B.Arch 8T2 an alumnus of the John h. daniels 
Faculty of architecture, landscape, and design, andréa provides 

career advice and guidance to students and young alumni. he is 
an active member of the Campaign Cabinet and supporter of the 
daniels transformative one Spadina project. Past service includes 
work on the u of t information technology design Centre and 
the St. Michael’s College campus master plan.

Roberto Dante Martella 9T5 Through his popular restaurant grano, 
roberto has generously supported St. Michael’s College Parents’ day 

for the past 11 years. his contributions 
have extended a warm welcome to new 
members of the St. Mike’s community and 
strengthened its close-knit fabric. roberto 
has also supported other events and played 
a leading role in marking the centenary of 
Marshall Mcluhan’s birth.

Jim McGovern 8T5 For 15 years, Jim has 
advised and inspired rotman students. he 
has volunteered his time as a speaker for 

classes in marketing financial services, as well 
as an MBa student advisor. recently, he has 
been a key driver of support for St. Michael’s 
College, including leadership on its New Mil-
lennium golf tournament committee.

Angelo M. Sangiorgio 7T1 as a Collegium member and Chair of 
the St. Michael’s Buildings and Property Committee, angelo has 
helped to steer the university of St. Michael’s College renewal plans. 
angelo brings his experience in planning and facilities at the toronto 
Catholic district School Board and his service on expert panels for 
provincial education associations to his volunteer roles at the College.

Gino Scapillati gino’s extensive volunteer work with Catholic charities 
and post-secondary institutions has informed his volunteer work with 
the university of St. Michael’s College. The College has benefitted 
greatly from the strategic advice he was able to offer in his former 
positions of executive member of the Collegium, member of the 
governing Council and member of the investment Committee. F

honours

The arbor awards

Jim mcgovern 8T5 receives his award from 
meric gertler, president of the University  
of Toronto

Velut arbor aevo/May it grow as a tree through the ages
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Celebration of Generosity: 
annual bMo reCeption
For 15 straight years, dr. tony 
Comper 6t6 and BMo Finan-
cial group have been gener-
ously hosting the members of 
the uSMC Chancellor’s and 
Vice-Chancellor’s Clubs at 
the bank’s downtown toronto 
headquarters. held on June 10, 
the event was a great celebra-
tion during which a dynamic 
group of students gave their 
personal thanks to the mem-
bers. Catherine Bredin, who 
graduated the week before the 
event, shared the impact that 
donors’ support had on her 

post-secondary education and 
thanked everyone on behalf 
of the entire student body 
for their outstanding annual 
contributions to uSMC.

DisCover the hiDDen 
treasures of the John M. 
Kelly library 
do you think you know 
uSMC? The first of the re-
discover St. Michael’s College 
Series events took place on 
May 15. The purpose of the 
series, sponsored by the office 
of alumni affairs and devel-
opment, is to re-engage with 
and reintroduce our alumni 

and friends to the different 
programs available at the Col-
lege. The pouring rain did not 
deter the curious crowd that 
has been supporting the Kelly 
library over the years in many 
different ways. Some of the 
library’s hidden treasures were 
displayed at various stations, 
presented by our knowledge-
able librarians, staff, volunteers 
and students. The evening’s 
co-hosts, Sheril hook, the new 
Chief librarian, and robert 
edgett, executive director of 
alumni affairs and develop-
ment, shared with guests the 
vision and strategic plan for 

the John M. Kelly library in 
the next five to 10 years. it was 
an animated evening enjoyed 
by all. Stay tuned for the next 
event in the series. 

st. MiKe’s aluMni on the 
roaD: CoMinG soon to a 
City near you!
on September 16, St. Mike’s 
alumni from the greater 
Vancouver area gathered at the 
Sheraton wall Centre and on 
September 30, alumni from the 
greater ottawa area gathered at 
the Fairmont Chateau laurier 
for pre-reception champagne 
and to view the architectural 
renderings for the proposed 
Campus Plan for the univer-
sity of St. Michael’s College. 
These events were held in 
partnership with receptions for 
u of t alumni hosted by Pro-
fessor Meric gertler, President, 
university of toronto. Stay 
tuned for more information on 
St. Mike’s and u of t visits to a 
city near you.

lines of thouGht: 
CelebratinG the  
50th anniversary of 
Marshall MCluhan’s 
unDerstanDinG MeDia
Celebrating the 50th anniver-
sary of Marshall Mcluhan’s 
iconic text Understanding 
Media: The Extensions of Man, 
the June 20 evening consisted 
of monologues and dialogues 
presented by some of today’s 
important Mcluhan scholars. 
Participants included Sandra 
Braman, author of Change of 

Campus Notes

sprinG shaKer
it was a wet and wild event when u of t’s young alumni got together at ripley’s aquarium for 
the most recent ShaKer event on May 29. The evening included a networking reception for 
alumni and friends and a full and exclusive access to Canada’s largest indoor aquarium. Visit 
http://alumni.utoronto.ca/events/calendar/ for updates on the next ShaKer event. 
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State: Information, Policy and 
Power & Poet; liz dowdeswell, 
thought leader and practitioner 
in international development; 
derrick de Kerckhove, Mclu-
han translator, scholar and pro-
fessor; abdul Khan, global leader 
in information and communica-
tion for development; Joshua 
Meyrowitz, professor and author 
of No Sense of Place; and domi-
nique Sheffel-dunand, professor 
and director, Mcluhan Program 
in Culture & technology. as a 
tribute to Mcluhan, the speak-
ers explored the interaction of 
technology and culture and how 
Mcluhan’s legacy has evolved in 
the 21st century.

younG aluMni CoMMittee 
pub event
The young alumni Committee 
reserved the patio at St. Mike’s 
favourite pub, Mullins, for a 
sunny Saturday afternoon on 
July 19. recent alumni caught 
up with old and new friends in 
a sociable environment.

alway awarD reCipient
This year the alumni asso-
ciation of the university of St. 
Michael’s College recognized 
tom di giacomo 6t4 as its 
sixth recipient of the coveted 
alway award for outstanding 
leadership by a member of the 
St. Michael’s community. as a 
business executive and com-
munity volunteer, di giacomo 
has shown time and again that 
he understands the balance be-
tween success and philanthropy. 
he has lived up to this high 
standard in numerous ways. 
he has served as an executive, 
entrepreneur, business counsel 

and chairman to numerous 
commercial and charitable 
endeavours. he served on the 
Collegium of the university of 
St. Michael’s College and for 
many years charted the course 
for its Finance Committee. 

Great war CoMMeMoration
The Kelly library organized 
two exhibits to commemorate 
the 100th anniversary of the 
start of world war i. one 

exhibit highlights servicemen 
from St. Mike’s, using material 
obtained from the holdings of 
the College archives. The other 
exhibit shows cartoons from the 
British satirical magazine Punch. 

saeCuluM Journal
Founded in 2005, the peer-
refereed Saeculum Journal has 
published strong student essays 
related to the study of Christi-
anity and Culture. Beginning 
in the academic year 2013-
2014, thanks to the generosity 
of renée levcovitch-Mchale, 
the journal established the 
gershon and roza lewkow-
icz Prize, to be awarded each 
year to the undergraduate or 
Master’s-level student who 
writes the best essay on Jewish-
Christian relations. after a 

Campus Notes

ConvoCation 2014
we could not have asked for a more ideal day for Convoca-
tion 2014. The sun shone as brightly as the smiles of our 
newest alumni on Convocation day, June 4. St. Basil’s 
Church was packed for the Baccalaureate Mass. Following 
Mass, the alumni association and young alumni Commit-
tee hosted a barbeque for our new grads and their guests. 
Convocation hall was at capacity as St. Mike’s saw its biggest 
convocation ever, with over 600 new graduates crossing the 
stage. Many students returned to St. Michael’s after convoca-
tion for a reception and awards ceremony where the finest 
from the Class of 2014 were celebrated.

Continued on page 28

new MillenniuM Golf ClassiC 2014
Co-chaired by Victor dodig 8t8, President and Ceo of 
CiBC, and Jim Mcgovern 8t5, Ceo of arrow Capital Man-
agement inc., the 15th annual golf tournament supporting 
the President’s Fund for excellence at uSMC took place on 
July 22. golfers not only enjoyed a day of fun and good food 
at King’s riding golf Course but also raised $200,000. a big 
thank you to all sponsors, donors, participants and committee 
members who make the event a success every year.
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friDay, septeMber 26
Friday marked the first day of the  
Michaelmas weekend. events were 
planned for the entire St. Mike’s commu-
nity, from alumni to students. Build-
ing on the inaugural symposium last 
February, this year’s symposium provided 
opportunities for St. Mike’s faculty and 
fellows, as well as many alumni/ae and 
friends who are educators, to reflect 
systematically on questions of curriculum 
and pedagogy at all levels. Four comple-
mentary papers were given by faculty/
fellows: dr. darren dias 9t8, dr. ann 
dooley 7t9, dr. Jenna Sunkenberg and 
Prof. Michael Vertin.

Following the symposium, there was a 
special presentation on Marshall Mclu-
han by uSMC alumna dr. Marion 
o’Connor 7t0, professor at the uni-
versity of Kent, and alumnus dr. Mark 
Mcwatt 7t0, professor at the university 
of the west indies. Both dr. o’Connor 
and dr. Mcwatt are graduates of the 
u of t honours program in english lit-
erature and went on to academic careers, 
dr. o’Connor in renaissance Studies 
and Shakespeare and dr. Mcwatt in 
Commonwealth literature, as well as 
writing short stories and poetry.

Meanwhile, the young alumni Com-
mittee had organized a mixer for young 
alumni at the popular Mullins Pub from 
5 p.m. – 7 p.m. it was great to see recent 
alumni catch up with friends and start 
off the weekend on a high note.

The day ended with a concert at 8 
p.m. entitled “Psalms, Songs and Son-
nets” by the Musicians in ordinary, 
including a violin band led by Chris-
topher Verrette. The repertoire focused 
on the tradition of setting “in nomi-
nes”—variations and paraphrases of a 
beautiful passage of music from a Mass 
by tavener, which is in turn based on a 
piece of gregorian chant. The concert 
showed, surprisingly, how this practice 
was not exclusive to Catholic compos-
ers—we heard examples of Protestant 
sacred music and even secular song. The 
concert was preceded by a lecture by 
revd dr. lisa wang (trinity College) 
who spoke about the recusant experi-
ence in early modern england.

saturDay, septeMber 27
Christopher innes and Brigitte Bogar 
presented a concert and lecture entitled 
“Joan of arc: Sainthood for a Secu-
lar Society,” taking the audience on a 

magical musical journey to meet one of 
history’s most fascinating women and 
learn about the music she inspired. a 
reception followed the presentation. to 
end the day, a Mass was held at 7 p.m. 
at St. Michael’s College Chapel.

sunDay, septeMber 28
First up was uSMC’s annual Parent 
orientation day, organized by alumni 
affairs. There was a great turnout this year. 
Parents of over 500 incoming students 
attended Mass, an introduction to the 
College, brunch and a tour of the campus. 

in the afternoon, both alumni and 
community members were able to 
visit the Continuing education open 
house, which included two preview 
mini-lectures by Simon wagemaekers 
(“The uncommon history of Common 
Things”) and douglas Cowlings (“intro-
duction to the history and arts of the 
French renaissance”). Program Manager 
laurel-ann Finn presented an overview 
of the rest of the season, including such 
gems as “if it ain’t Baroque…”; “Mur-
der, Mayhem, law and order”; “The 
irish heroic tale”; “Books left out of 
the Bible”; “a day with Vermeer” and 
many more. 

an evening concert at St. Basil’s 
Church was another stand-out event, 
attended by alumni, faculty, students 
and community members. The Musi-
cians in ordinary, led by Christopher 
Verrette, with soprano hallie Fishel and 
the choir and soloists of St. Michael’s 
Schola Cantorum, directed by Michael 
o’Connor, presented a dazzling selec-
tion of baroque music. 

MonDay, septeMber 29
The last day of this celebration of 
St. Michael began just after noon with 
a special Michaelmas eucharist Mass at 
St. Basil’s Church. 

feast of st. MiChael
This year, the Feast of St. Michael was held the weekend of September 26-29. The 
celebration was preceded by an entire week of special events, September 22-25, that 
included a prayer walk, a Byzantine divine liturgy, an ice-cream social, a special 
t.a.P.e. seminar (talk, act, Practice and empower) and a movie night, all hosted by 
Campus Ministry. 
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CeltiC stuDies 
speaKer series
a documentary 
about tony 
award-winning 
playwright 
Brian Friel’s play 
Translations was 

screened at the September 10 instalment of the speaker 
series. Translations is set in 1833 against the backdrop of 
major historical shifts in ireland. Friel explores the larger 
political debates in ireland, north and south, as well as the 
smaller, equally significant changes, such as why the map-
ping and renaming of irish parishes and town lands was so 
pivotal in irish history. Maurice Fitzpatrick, lecturer at the 
university of Cologne, wrote, directed and co-produced the 
documentary for the BBC. The screening was followed by a 
discussion and Q&a with Fitzpatrick. 

on September 18 the speaker series featured visiting irish 
poet iggy Mcgovern, who read from and discussed his work. 
Mcgovern is a poet and retired academic, a Fellow emeritus 
in the School of Physics at trinity College dublin and has 
published two collections of poetry with dedalus Press, The 
King of Suburbia (2005) and Safe House (2010).

The Celtic Studies Speakers Series is made possible by 
the generosity of a cultural grant from The irish Cultural 
Society of toronto.

rigorous review process, we are 
pleased to announce publica-
tion of the first winning essay, 
entitled “The demonized Jew 
in Medieval Christendom,” 
by Christianity and Culture 
student Jessica deluca. See 
the full issue at http://www.
saeculumjournal.com/index.
php/saeculum.

CeltiC stuDies Day  
at the raCes
on Friday, June 6, The ireland 
Fund of Canada sponsored 
an event at the woodbine 
racetrack. The fundraising 
event included a great view 
of the races, buffet lunch, live 
and silent auctions, raffles 
and prizes. all proceeds were 
donated to the College’s Celtic 
Studies Program.

sprinG reunion 2014
Campus was a busy place the 
weekend of May 30-June 1 
as hundreds of alumni came 
“home” for the weekend for our 
many reunion events. The Class 
of 1964 kicked off their 50th 
anniversary on Friday May 30 

with a special Mass and lun-
cheon. The weekend had much 
to offer to alumni of all ages, 
beginning with an all-alumni 
reception on Friday evening, a 
Kelly’s Corner reunion, a lec-
ture, an honoured-years dinner 
on Saturday and, wrapping up 
on Sunday, an alumni Mass, 
the alway award presentation 
and a brunch open to all St. 
Mike’s alumni. a great time 
was had by all, reconnecting 
with old friends, making new 
friends, reliving old memories 
and making new ones!

new appointMent
dr. John l. Mclaughlin (8t7 
Mdiv, 9t8 Phd) was elected 
Vice-President of the Canadian 
Society of Biblical Studies, the 
national professional society of 
Biblical scholars and professors, 
for the 2014-2015 academic 
year. he continues as associate 
Professor of old testament/
hebrew Bible in the Faculty of 
Theology at SMC. his most 
recent publication was “is amos 
(Still) among the wise?” in the 
Journal of Biblical Literature 133 
(2014): 281–303.

Campus Notes

Continued from page 26

faCulty of theoloGy Move
The Faculty of Theology at the university of St. Michael’s 
College has relocated its offices and student lounge to the 
third floor of the Muzzo Family alumni hall in the heart 
of the university of St. Michael’s College campus, adjacent 
to the Kelly library, the toronto School of Theology (tSt) 
and other tSt 
colleges. it brings 
to its new location 
a distinguished 
history, a tradition 
of excellence and 
an outstanding 
commitment to 
students. Stop by 
and check out its 
new digs.
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several graduates of the hons. eng-

lish language and literature course 

(a.k.a. e l & l) have had some out-

standing academic careers. Marion 

O’Connor 7T0 Ph.D., a shakespeare 

specialist, is on the faculty of the 

university of kent, in Canterbury, 

england. Mark McWatt 7T0 Ph.D., 

a specialist in Commonwealth 

literature, recently retired from his 

teaching career at the university of 

the West indies, barbados. two oth-

ers who have not strayed so far are 

Catherine Foy Schryer 7TO Ph.D., 

Chair of Professional Communica-

tion at ryerson university, and John 

O’Connor 7T0 Ph.D., who has 

carried on the long tradition of the 

english Department at usmC.

Alberto Di Giovanni 7T1 recently 

retired as the founder and Director of 

Centro scuolae Cultura italiana/the 

Canadian Centre for italian studies 

and education. his work involved 

tireless promotion of heritage lan-

guages studies in the school systems 

across ontario. After 40 years of 

leadership in the italian-Canadian 

community, a scholarship endow-

ment fund was created in his name, 

the Alberto and Caroline morgan 

Di giovanni scholarship fund at the 

university of st. michael’s College. 

CibC named Victor Dodig 8T8  

(below) as the new President and 

Chief executive officer, starting sep-

tember 2014. Congratulations victor! 

your alma mater is very proud of you.

David Breech 7T1 was inducted 

this year into the u of t Athletics 

hall of fame in the builder catego-

ry. he played varsity water polo for 

three seasons, helping the blues to 

the championship title in 1967 and 

captaining the team in 1969 and 

1970. During that time, he also 

served as a student member on the 

intramural sports Committee, as 

the chairman from 1969-71 and 

an alumni member from 1971-87. 

he was also the first chairperson 

of the u of t recreation Commit-

tee, is a long-time member of the 

t-holders’ Association and has 

served on the athletics fundraising 

and sponsorship, marketing and 

alumni committees. Congratula-

tions David!

Congratulations to st. mike’s alum 

David F. Denison 7T3 for being 

named an officer of the order of 

Canada for his contributions to 

advancing financial security for 

Canadians from coast to coast and 

for his engagement with charitable 

causes. A chartered accountant, he 

BULLETIN BOARD publishes interesting information 

about recent developments in the lives of St. Michael’s 

graduates and friends. Upholding a grand tradition, 

Duane Rendle will continue this column. Thank you for 

keeping the news bits coming; please send them to 

smc.bulletinboard@utoronto.ca.
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has gained extensive experience 

in the financial service industry 

over the course of his career. he 

has served as President and Chief 

executive officer of the Canada 

Pension Plan (CPP) investment 

board, President of fidelity invest-

ments Canada limited, Director 

of the united Way of greater 

toronto and sits on the World 

bank treasury expert Advisory 

Committee. he is also part of the 

board of Directors of bell Canada, 

Allison transmission holdings, inc. 

and royal bank of Canada. We 

can only imagine what he will ac-

complish next! 

highly decorated Canadian poet 

Anne Carson 7T4 recently won 

another accolade, the griffin Poet-

ry Prize for her 2013 poetic novel 

Red Doc >. she published another 

book, a translation of the Ancient 

greek drama Iphigenia among 

the Taurians, in 2014 through the 

university of Chicago Press. 

Don Coulter 9T2 is now interim 

President and Chief executive 

officer at Coast Capital savings. 

Congratulations on the new job! 

Dr. Grace Ji-Sun Kim 9T2 has 

published her fifth book, Contem-

plations from the Heart (Wipf and 

stock 2014) and her sixth book, 

Theological Reflections on “Gang-

nam Style” (Palgrave 2014). Pres-

ently she is a visiting researcher at 

georgetown university.

Nicole Gauvin 0T0 and her hus-

band live in Alexandria, virginia 

and recently hosted their first 

exchange student, a 16-year-old 

girl from germany. During her 

stay they enjoyed introducing her 

to many aspects of Canadian and 

American culture. trips to toronto, 

niagara falls, new york, boston 

and Washington, D.C. enhanced 

the experience for everyone. she 

returned home in July. in August, 

nicole and her husband welcomed 

their second exchange student 

for the 2014-2015 school year, a 

16-year-old girl from Poland.

Sara Franca 0T1 has been ap-

pointed manager of regional 

Alumni Programs at u of t. she 

has worked with the u of t since 

2003, most recently as senior 

Communications and external 

relations officer at the Depart-

ment of Computer science at the 

university. Congratulations! We 

look forward to seeing all your 

achievements in this new position.

Carole Giangrande 6T6 has  

published her seventh book,  

Midsummer, a novella (inanna 

Publications). her other books 

include two novels, a short-story 

collection and an award-winning 

novella, A Gardener On The 

Moon. she’s worked as a broad-

cast journalist for CbC radio, and 

her fiction, articles and reviews 

have appeared in Canada’s major 

journals and newspapers.

Nick Carrescia 1T0 recently 

graduated with his second degree 

in Civil engineering and was im-

mediately hired full time by Duffer-

in Construction as a Construction 

Co-ordinator. he’s looking forward 

to the many difficult challenges he 

will face in this leadership role.

Cecilia Kennedy 7T6 recently 

published Whatever Life You 

Wear, a tale of two friends liv-

smC alumnus Gianmarco Fiacconi 0T9 is making a splash in the 

music industry as a drummer for two bands, White Cowbell okla-

homa and the Dreamboats. he joined White Cowbell oklahoma 

five years ago and the band has had great success touring europe 

and Canada extensively. earlier this summer the band went on 

a two-week festival tour that took them to france, netherlands, 

belgium and germany, and returned to europe later this summer 

for another tour. 

Ryan-James (RJ) Hatanaka 0T9 has offi-

cially received his master of fine Arts from 

new york university. upon graduation, he 

immediately signed with a u.s. bi-coastal 

agency and manager. his first job was 

working on new york City’s shakespeare 

in the Park production of King Lear, star-

ring John lithgow and Annette bening. 

he says it was an honour to be in the 

room with the talented, veteran cast and watch everyone work.

Congratulations to Dr. Gale Yee 8T5, 

who was announced as the 2015 recipient 

of the krister stendahl medal in bibli-

cal studies by the graduate theological 

foundation. the gtf is pleased to honour 

Dr. yee’s important work in the area of 

biblical studies as demonstrated by her 

published scholarship and teaching. her 

latest book project is Open Your Hand to the Poor: The Creation of 

Poverty in Ancient Israel. she is author of the widely lauded Poor 

Banished Children of Eve: Woman as Evil in the Hebrew Bible (fortress 

Press) and editor of Judges and Method: New Approaches in Biblical 

Studies (fortress Press), among other works.
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ing an adventure-filled summer. 

she has previously published 

short stories but this is her first 

novel. Congratulations Cecilia!

After graduating from uoit’s bach-

elor of education program, Alex-

andra Dalimonte 1T2 has spent 

the last year teaching at a second-

ary school in london, england. she 

has had an amazing experience so 

far and would suggest it for any 

new teaching graduate.

former smC dons Kevin Vaughan 

9T5 and Teresa Zaleski 0T6 just had 

a baby girl! olivia marie vaughan 

was born may 5 weighing in at 8 lbs. 

and 7 oz. Congratulations  

kevin and teresa! the good news 

doesn’t stop there for this family as 

kevin has recently been appointed 

Director of Catholic studies at 

the College of st. scholastica in 

Duluth, mn. 

Amir Torabi 1T3 is currently en-

rolled at the university of Windsor 

faculty of law. he was recently 

a “thirty under thirty” award 

recipient from Sports Launch. 

these awards were established to 

recognize college students and 

young professionals under the age 

of 30 who epitomize hard work, in-

novation, creativity and leadership 

within the sports-business industry.

Genevieve Zingg 1T4 is currently 

interning with a humanitarian 

ngo in geneva, switzerland. she 

is working with the un’s office for 

the Co-ordination of humanitarian 

Affairs (unoChA) on the first-ever 

World humanitarian summit, to 

take place in istanbul in 2016. she 

hopes to then work in the field, 

undertaking peacekeeping and 

political missions before pursuing 

her master’s.

2013 was a special year for 

Michael Johnson 7T4 lAW, 

and Terry Murphy 7T7, fAC 

eD. michael celebrated his 35th 

anniversary of graduation from u 

of t law and 25 years at Carswell, 

a thomson reuters business. terry 

celebrated 35 years since her 

b.ed. and 35 years as a teacher 

and Department head at holy 

name of mary secondary school 

in the Dufferin-Peel board. more 

importantly, 2013 was their 25th 

wedding anniversary. it also was 

graduation year for their first son, 

sean, who followed his parents to 

st. mike’s, earning his b.A. with 

distinction. this year he has fol-

lowed in the tradition of his father 

and grandfather (John Thomas 

Johnson q.C. viC 3T5) in entering 

u of t’s faculty of law. he is also 

the third generation at st. mike’s, 

as his grandmother was Marion 

Darte 3T4.

Dr. John Picone 7T7 has recently been appointed Director of 

education at the Dundas museum and Archives. Complementing 

the ontario Curriculum in science, geography, social studies and 

history, he channels his close to four decades of teaching experience 

into welcoming elementary and secondary students from the area to 

learn more about the history of his home town of Dundas and the 

niagara escarpment region.

Francesca Turco 1T3, 

a former residence 

don and smsCu fi-

nance Commissioner, 

wed sean hume on 

may 31, 2014. he 

proposed soon after 

her graduation from 

st. mike’s in 2013 and 

took a year to plan 

this joyous occasion. 
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Attard, Joseph P.  4t4

boland, gabrielle v. m.  7t2

breen, rev. J. basil 4t7

Canning, Dr. hugh  4t9

Carty, the rev.  

monsignor Patrick J.  5t7

Collins, rosemarie  6t0

Corrigan, nicholas D’Arcy 5t3 

Coutu, marie l. t.  4t7

gallivan, barbara A.  4t7

giaschi, frank Joseph  5t2

hart, D’Arcy Joseph  8t0

holzgethan, magrid e.  7t8 

kimmerle, m. A. louise  6t3

lind, Dr. Christopher  

James  8t8

liscio, lorenzo Joseph  7t3

madigan, Calisse A.  8t4

mallon, Andrea l.  9t0

marmash, Anna m.  6t1

micheli, Alfred P.  5t0

newhook, rosanne  7t8

Pare, rev. ulysse e.  5t8

Peckham, Patrick  5t0

Peppiatt, John m.  4t4

rashotte, Judy A.  6t9 

schantz, Joseph A.  4t0

selke, Audrey margaret  9t8

senftle, Dr. frank  4t2 

shkilnyk, Anastasia Z. m.  6t6

Williams, lorraine  5t3

rest in peaCe upcoming alumni events

For details on events, contact 416-926-7260 or smc.alumniaffairs@utoronto.ca

Music, Theology and  
Justice Conference
Friday, October 24 to  
Sunday, October 26 
81 St Joseph St., toronto
The purpose of this interdisciplinary 
conference is to gather together 
scholars interested in further 
exploring the relationship between 
music and theology. in particular, 
the conference will consider 
theological issues raised by the social 
practice of music and implications 
for justice, ethics and morality. For 
more information, please contact  
Monica Phonsavatdy at 
m.phonsavatdy@utoronto.ca.

St. Michael’s Student versus 
Alumni Football Game and  
Family Day
(46th anniversary Boozer Brown 
touch Football game)
Saturday, October 25, 12 p.m.
game at trinity College  
athletic Field
after-game refreshments:  
gabby’s, 192 Bloor St. west
registration requested:  
smc.alumniaffairs@utoronto.ca. 
or call 416-926-7260 for more 
information or to register.

Michelangelo: Quest for Genius, 
St. Mike’s Alumni Association at 
the AGO
Wednesday, October 29
The art gallery of ontario
5:45 p.m. 
arrive at ago group entrance 
6:00 p.m. 
talk about the exhibit in  
grange library 
7:00 p.m. 
Michelangelo: Quest for genius 
self-guided tour
The talk is arranged by the alumni 
association. exhibit tickets are 
available directly from the ago. 
to rSVP for the talk or for more 
information, please call 416-926-
7260 or e-mail smc.alumniaffairs@
utoronto.ca.

Campus Ministry University Mass
Saturday evenings 7–8 p.m.
St. Michael’s College Chapel  
(under St. Basil’s Church)
Come and celebrate with your 
university community.  
all are welcome.
Feel free to contact ministry.
stmikes@utoronto.ca.

Friends of the Kelly Library Annual 
Book Sale
Tuesday to Saturday,  
October 28–November 1
Kelly library
Tuesday, 6 p.m. $20
entry fee includes access to  
opening-night reception and  
first crack at the books! 
Wednesday, 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Students: Free admission
general public: $3 
Thursday, 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Free admission
Friday, 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Free admission
Saturday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Free admission
For more details visit http://stmikes.
utoronto.ca/booksale/ or e-mail 
usmc.booksale@utoronto.ca.

Rediscover St. Michael’s  
College Series: Discover Book  
and Media Studies
Monday, November 10
4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Fr. robert Madden hall, Carr hall, 
100 St. Joseph Street
Please join us to celebrate the  
50th anniversary of the  
publication of Marshall  
Mcluhan’s Understanding Media: 
The Extensions of Man, a dialogue  
with Professors robert logan  
and Bruce Powe. Moderator:  
Marc glassman. 
Lecture: 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
Post-event reception: 6:15 p.m.
For more information or to rSVP, 
please contact Melanie waring-
Chapman at 416-926-7259 or  
email smc.events@utoronto.ca. 

Alumni at Friday Night Live  
at the ROM
Friday, November 14
Join fellow alumni and friends for 
Friday Night live at the roM, which 
is becoming one of the most unique 
social destinations in the city, with 
eclectic eats, drinks, dJs, dancing and 
live music. For more information, 
call 416-926-7260 or e-mail smc.
alumniaffairs@utoronto.ca. let us 
know if you plan to go and we will 
arrange a spot for SMC alumni and 
friends to meet up. tickets are available 
from the roM at www.rom.com.

John Meagher  
Annual Public Lecture
“The influence of Pope Francis  
on Catholic Bioethics”
dr. Moira McQueen
Friday, November 14, 7 p.m.
Charbonnel lounge,  
81 St. Mary Street
Free admission

Santa Claus Parade & Party
Sunday, November 16
11:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
The dodig CooP

Alumni on the Road Series: An 
afternoon of art and fellowship at The 
McMichael Canadian Art Collection
Saturday, November 22
2 p.m. to 5 p.m., tea at 3 p.m.
Please join fellow alumni and friends 
who live in the woodbridge area for 
afternoon tea and self-guided tours 
of The McMichael Canadian art 
Collection. For more information 
or to rSVP, please contact alumni 
affairs at 416-926-7260 or smc.
alumniaffairs@utoronto.ca. 

Annual Christmas Tea
Wednesday, December 3
2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Father robert Madden hall 

2015 Spring Reunion: 
SaVe the date
Friday, May 29 to Sunday, May 31, 2015
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we caught up with usmc’s new chief librarian, 
Sheril hook, to talk about her goals and aspira-
tions for the Kelly library. 

St. Michael’s: Congratulations on your new appointment. Can you 
tell us a little about the role of the Chief librarian at SMC?
Sheril Hook: i work with our librarians and tech-
nicians to establish service priorities for our stu-
dents and overall direction for the library. i work 
with an amazing group of people who have a lot of 
good ideas, so it’s a matter of vetting and develop-
ing those ideas, finding support for them across 
campus and then implementing them.
SM: Tell us some of the highlights from your past few 
months at SMC?
SH: we have developed a learning Commons on 
the library’s first floor so St. Michael’s students will 
have one place to find help with technology, re-
search and writing. additionally, our slate of lectures 
and exhibits ties into the curriculum and broader 
community while also showcasing some of our ar-
chival and rare-book collections. 
SM: What are your hopes and goals for future of the Kelly Library?
SH: The Kelly library is in need of major renovations. Currently we have 
archival holdings and rare books in multiple locations throughout the 
building. we also need the collections to be in environmentally controlled 
conditions. My focus will be on planning renovations, fundraising with 
our alumni and development team and collaborating with other units 
across campus to ensure we create a place that facilitates student research 
and study, a place they enjoy and one that supports and enhances St. 
Michael’s curriculum and larger vision of community. 
SM: Is there something new at the Kelly that you are especially proud of?
SH: with financial support from the Friends of the Kelly library, we have 

created a presentation practice room for our students. This is a bookable 
space in which students can practice presentations in front of their peers. 
it has state-of-the-art technology for display purposes and collaborative 
work. There are five similar rooms in libraries on the St. george campus. 
This is the first one on this side of the campus. 

SM: You have been affiliated with U of T for a while 
now. What attracted you to working at SMC?
SH: The Kelly library has an excellent reputation 
within the overall u of t library system. everyone 
cares about the students and is also engaged with 
the campus community. i wanted to be a part of 
that. additionally, the Kelly library has an excellent 
archival and rare book collection. So, for me, it has 
the perfect mix of materials, people and services.
SM: What are some of the key things from your previous 
experience that you bring to your position here?
SH: in developing the library instruction program 
at utM, i collaborated with faculty, students and 
librarians to develop curricula to support courses and 
campus-wide programming for undergraduates. i 
also taught an undergraduate course there. So i feel 

i have a good handle on students’ research needs and why we need to 
develop our learning Commons at St. Mike’s. 
SM: What do you do in your spare time?
SH: i started a Phd in information Studies in 2011, so my spare time 
is mostly devoted to working on that. otherwise, i spend time with my 
children at BMX parks, hiking and sharing meals. Since they’re all 14 and 
up, they have very little time for their mom! 
SM: How do you take your coffee?
SH: i don’t. i won’t drink a coffee but i love an espresso. i started drinking 
lattes in my early thirties and got hooked. i bought an espresso machine 
so i could make them at home: two sugars and 2% milk. F

sNapshoT

a Cup of Joe...
...with Sheril hook
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advancement: “an act of advancing
 or moving forward; improvement.”
gratitude: “the state of being grate-

ful; thankfulness.”
over the past year the office of alumni 

affairs and development has focused on two 
simple themes: advancement and gratitude. 

our role in advancement is to strengthen 
the university of St. Michael’s College’s reputa-
tion and develop and nurture relationships that 
translate into support for the university. This 
has included, in part, a stronger social media 
presence, alumni events across the country and 
into the u.S., campus events, donor visits and 
greater involvement with current students and 
young alumni.

our annual donor report, campus nam-
ing, recognition events and a new donor wall 
celebrate the generosity of our many alumni 
and friends who have invested in St. Michael’s 
through their charitable giving.

your efforts to pay it forward will live on 
for generations through countless students 
who will come to our campus to explore and 
discover important concepts in order to create 
an even better world tomorrow.

during the past fall and winter semesters, 
850 students, recipients of St. Michael’s en-
dowed and annual scholarships, have written 
notes and letters of thanks to the donors of their 
awards. i am always inspired by the expressions 
of gratitude that are articulated by our students. 
we do our best to say thank you for your sup-
port, yet it pales in comparison to the stories of 
thanksgiving our students share with generous 
alumni and friends who fund these awards.

as St. Michael’s heads into our 162nd 
year, uSMC continues to fulfill its mission 

of providing students like regan McNeill, 
who come from small towns and big cities all 
over the globe, with an education of endur-
ing worth. For the fall semester, our campus 
will be home to our largest-ever class of stu-
dents. and while we continue to grow, our 
dedication to social justice and the Catholic 
intellectual tradition continues as strongly as 
it has for 162 years.

St. Michael’s last fiscal year closed with 
promising advancements: annual giving ex-

ceeded $5.162-million, the second highest 
amount on record, inclusive of gifts to the 
endowment, scholarships, the Boundless 
Campaign, the Kelly library and our four 
hallmark Programs: Book and Media Stud-
ies, Celtic Studies, Christianity and Culture, 
and Mediaeval Studies.

as a result, the $50-million Boundless 
Community Campaign, the largest fundraising 
effort in the history of the College, made sig-
nificant strides. Since the campaign launched 
in September 2012, over $9.6-million in cash, 
pledges and planned gifts has been received, 
with the campaign now in excess of $30-mil-
lion raised by the end of the fiscal year.

yet it’s important to note that none of 
these achievements would have been possible 
without the support of many who value the 
College’s mission. in the donor report, we 
celebrate the generosity of nearly 1,715 indi-
viduals and families, foundations and corporate 
sponsors, made up of alumni, parents, friends 
and many current and former St. Michael’s fac-
ulty and staff who have invested in the College 
through their charitable giving and are identi-
fied in the pages that follow. 

The expression “paying it forward” serves 
as an example for all of us and our current 
students, whom we hope will one day help 
make it possible for the next generation of St. 
Michael’s students to explore and discover im-
portant ideas and concepts.

we are honoured, humbled and grateful 
for your generosity and we remain hopeful 
that you will continue to think about ways in 
which you can advance the important mission 
and vision of St. Michael’s. From the bottom 
of our hearts, thank you. F

robert B. edgett, executive director
office of alumni affairs and development

advancement & gratitude 
 Paying it Forward

giViNg

“ your generosity and kindness is very much 
appreciated. i value my education a lot and have 
very big dreams. when people help me, it inspires 
me to help others and make a difference in the 
world. Thank you for your support.”

—regan mcneill 1t5
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legeND
	gift-in-kind Donor		
 matching gift Company 
	Deceased

every effort has been made 
to ensure the accuracy of the 
donor listing. Please contact 
us if we made an error.

university of st. miChAel’s College 

2013-2014 donor report
Thank you to the alumni and Friends who supported our outstanding 

students and innovative programs by donating in the 2013-2014 fiscal year 

class of 1930s
Donors: 6
Donations: $24,850.00
average: $4,141.67
participation rate: 37.5%
mary P. mallon 3t3
vinetta m. lunn 3t8
A.r. mcCormick 3t8 †
Peter J.m. swan Csb 3t8

fabian Aloysius o’Dea 3t9 †
Wilhelmina m. Wiacek 3t9

class of 1940
Donors: 2
Donations: $2,856.83
average: $1,428.42
participation rate: 15.4%
gertrude mulcahy

Joseph A. schantz †

class of 1941
Donors: 2
Donations: $1,875.00
average: $937.50
participation rate: 50.0%
John e. burgener
Arthur Coates †

class of 1942
Donors: 3  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $9,100.00
average: $3,033.33
participation rate: 33.3%
frank C. buckley 
John & marion  

nelligan 
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class of 1943
Donors: 2  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $4,150.00
average: $2,075.00
participation rate: 18.2%
marie r. tosoni 

class of 1944
Donors: 4
Donations: $1,424.00
average: $356.00
participation rate: 25.0%
Joseph P. Attard †
victor J. Culotta †
vincent s.J. Dugo 
mary r. sebert 

class of 1945
Donors: 7  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $237,516.02

average: $33,930.86
participation rate: 43.8%
r. Douglas Allen 
russell hinds 
Daniel P. mcgarity 
Catharine f. thompson
Jean vale †

class of 1946
Donors: 7  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $1,351.75
average: $193.11
participation rate: 35.0%
mary C.  

burghardt 
thomas C. byrne 
Desmond J. fitzgerald 
eileen C. frenn 
mary mclaren 
most rev. John m.  

sherlock 

class of 1947
Donors: 7  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $4,925.00
average: $703.57
participation rate: 24.1%
rev. Christopher J. bennett 

rev. J. basil breen †
J. bernard Devlin 
bernard hurley 
geraldine o’meara 
C. Anne m. schaffter 

class of 1948
Donors: 12 

 (1 anonymous)
Donations: $64,760.40
average: $5,396.70
participation rate: 27.3%
gloria buckley 
robert g. burns †

John Christian egsgard 
Phyllis l.m. horbatiuk 
Angela A. Wilson keyes 
marianna korman 
kenneth P. lefebvre 
bertha m. mcCarney 
m.h. Donley mogan & 

elizabeth mogan 
James gareth  

Poupore Csb†
ernest J. schiarizza 

class of 1949
Donors: 16  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $11,400.00
average: $712.50
participation rate: 25.4%
hugh f.J. bruce 
hugh & Ann Canning 
harry edmondstone 

norman fitzpatrick Csb 
brian P. higgins Csb 
kevin J. kirley Csb
richard t. la Prairie 
gerard s.i.J. maclean 
John A. macrae 
Jerry W.t. matthews 
s. Daryl mcConvey 
D.f. o’leary 
gerard A. Pilecki 
Joan smith 

class of 1950
Donors: 15  

(6 anonymous)
Donations: $13,953.24
average: $930.21
participation rate: 21.1%
Paul A. de souza 
William J. Deslauriers 
kenneth & mary mcintyre 
Ada r.m. Paul 
frederick m.J. quigley 
robert & betty reid 
Joseph C. steiner 
thomas J. stevens 
mervyn J.J. villemaire
 
class of 1951
Donors: 17  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $17,402.70
average: $1,023.69
participation rate: 19.1%
gordon A. bean 
mary Agnes bennett †
William & Arden  

broadhurst 
rev. bart J. burke 
Donald & Alice Durst 
ruth m. edmonds 
evelyn m. fontana 
frances A. heppner 
slavek hurka 
William James 
James r. mahoney
Joseph m.W. mcbride 
Joan m.f. moher 
John g.J. & Patricia 

o’Driscoll 
Joan sherwood 

university of st. miChAel’s College 

2013-2014 donor report

graduate  
genevieve Zingg
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class of 1952
Donors: 21  

(6 anonymous)
Donations: $27,155.33
average: $1,293.11
participation rate: 36.2%
Paul & barbara blake 
mary Ann boyle †
stella m. buck 
Dorothy s. Chisholm 
thomas & therese  

Dillon 
lawrence elmer 
thomas & Alice flynn 
elizabeth J. fraser CnD 
robert W. henry 
Joseph & marcella  

lawless 
sr. Anne leonard 
m. elizabeth  

marcon 
Walter o’hara 
Charles Principe Csb 
gerald l. timmins 

class of 1953
Donors: 20  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $12,490.22
average: $654.51
participation rate: 37.7%
Paul r. Dooling 
gerard D. fitzhenry 
edward r. fleury 
rose franke 
Paul & Jean glynn 
Christopher A.  

iredale Csb 
Jean kallmeyer 
rev. edward J. keyes 
Wayne b. kurlinski 
mary e. landry 
Jack le sage 
m. owen lee Csb 
nicholson D. mcrae 
Annemarie & bob Powell 
viggo b. rambusch 
Alban J. reichert 
faust f. rossi 
Joseph A. trovato Csb 
lorraine Williams 

class of 1954
Donors: 16  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $20,292.00
average: $1,268.25
participation rate: 26.7%
gregory & eileen byrne 
irene Capobianco 
harold b. gardner Csb †
Walter C. gray 
raymond A. Jackson Csb 
barbara-Anne m.  

Johnson 
mary C.m. kleiner 
ronald J. le frois 
neil & Dorothy mahoney 
Ann C. marshall
Angela & William  

moreau 
Ann murphy 
m.C. Justine o’brien 
mary Catherine t. o’brien 
m. frank quinlan 

class of 1955
Donors: 20  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $8,794.05
average: $439.70
participation rate: 22.7%
robert v. bayer 
t. Paul broadhurst Csb 
barbara Carlton 
gloria graham Cormack 
William P. Daly 
gerald & irene Devlin 
Cyril & lois Doherty 
sylvia & Daniel  

Driscoll 
John C. gallagher Csb 
Joseph & mary  

giordmaine 
michael k. lawson 
mary le Clair 
John f. mathers 
hugh o’Connell 
barry W. smith 
hubert C. soltan
Ann k. szammers 
Ann mary treliving 

class of 1956
Donors: 28  

(3 anonymous)
Donations: $31,781.39
average: $1,135.04
participation rate: 29.2%
ross & karen (tuckey) 

Abbott 
John f.x. Callahan 
rosemary e. Condie 
margaret m. Crouse 
robert b. Davis 
Peter W. ferren 
edmund J.J. fitzgerald 
mary Anne flaherty 
Alfred h. graham Jr. 
kathleen huckabone
brian D. inglis Csb 
William h. irwin Csb 
J.D. king 
Anne m. leonard
eleanor m. marshall 
Donald f. morrison 
rev. msgr Dennis J. murphy 
J. William & suzanne 

noonan 
mechtilde o’mara CsJ 
Anne Plaxton 
lennard & starr rambusch 
Patricia k. rice 
edward & stella rzadki
robert William J. stanton 
norma m. Walsh 

class of 1957
Donors: 18  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $5,705.01
average: $316.95
participation rate: 18.9%
Claude g. Arnold Csb 
Amy marie browning 
helen f.m. brunelle 
thomas f. Connerty 
Paul Cosgrove 
David e. Deslauriers 
normand frenette 
elizabeth kelly volker 
marc-Andre leduc 
kenneth m.r. mcDonald 
William mcintyre 

William D.P. reddall
Donald & Catherine sbrolla 
elizabeth smith 
leon tretjakewitsch 
m. Ann vasilash 

class of 1958
Donors: 37  

(7 anonymous)
Donations: $93,175.74
average: $2,518.26
participation rate: 30.8%
rev. J. louis Abello 
bernard P. barry 
m. marcelline brown 
Christopher v. buklin 
leo Dennis burns Csb 
ewhen A. Chorostil 
m. noelle Chynn 
gordon Coleman 
John W. Cudmore 
Judith m.m. Cutler 
eileen (Whelan) Dobell 
rev. Dan Donovan 
gerald A. flaherty 
robert k. holmes Csb 
mary Ann Jensen Curley 
m. Catherine A. kelly 
J. frank kielty 
J. norman king 
William b. kinsley
elizabeth J. mcCabe 
michael J.P. mcDonald 
Joseph e.m. mckeown 
Anne marie t. moruzi 
James C. Paupst 
geraldine Peterson 
Daniel t. regan 
ralph & barbara smialek 
m. Doreen tracy 
bernard J.A. varcoe 
Joseph t. Walsh Csb 

class of 1959
Donors: 24  

(7 anonymous)
Donations: $17,377.40
average: $724.06
participation rate: 22.4%
brian g.m. bardorf 
r. Paul board 

Daniel Callam Csb 
richard e. Downey 
margaret treacy egan 
thomas J. embler 
mark r. hargrave 
norine holmes 
michele J. huggard 
gerald J. kavanagh 
bonita m. loescher 
John mcfadden 
noella mcnair 
sherrie C. murphy 
m. elizabeth Prower 
mary schaefer †
vincenza i. travale

class of 1960
Donors: 33  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $8,955.54
average: $271.38
participation rate: 23.7%
Dorothy Agen 
Paul e. Arends 
thomas C.J. Auchincloss 
melanie g. bailey 
A. Paul baker 
James & sandra  

beingessner 
Wanda A.C. bielawski 
Denis boisselle 
Joan A. bulger 
michael f.g. Clark
marie-Josee Derdeyn 
margaret edgar 
sheila m. flannery 
Patricia mary hatch 
virginia t.m. irwin 
gerald lalonde Csb 
vincent b. liddy 
Jean mary loftus 
melvin & norma morassutti 
richard napoli 
helen b. o’rourke 
William P. Polito 
frank & Dorothy quinn 
Peter ryan 
Arthur & Agnes (foley) 

samson 
raymon & sylvia santin 
mary Ann P. sheedy 

Thank you to the alumni and Friends who supported our outstanding students 
and innovative programs by donating in the 2013-2014 fiscal year. 

doNor rePort
2013-2014
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J. brian & maureen sheedy 
thomas r. sutherland 
bernadette C. taylor 
susan A. tomenson
 
class of 1961
Donors: 29 

 (1 anonymous)
Donations: $34,306.78
average: $1,183.00
participation rate: 19.9%
mary Alcott 
mary h. Allen 

thomas l. Aman 
rev. William t. burns 
marie-louise Connery 
kenneth J. Decker Csb 
Jacqueline Demers 
martin & mary hughes 
robert J. keenan 
frank & Ann kelly 
gordon f. kennedy Csb 
Colleen m.h. kurtz 
William h. lawless 
Anna m.m. mcCalla 
robert A.J. mcCormick 
nancy C. mcelhinney 
sara mackin mclaughlin 
Ardis m. nolan 
Peter & Jane obernesser 
frances P.m. Peake 
bernard e.r. rehberg 
Clifford A. riopelle 
John D. smart 
e. Dwyer sullivan 

richard tan 
Johan g. terpstra 
tom thomas 
David o. tinker 

class of 1962
Donors: 34  

(4 anonymous)
Donations: $21,372.68
average: $628.60
participation rate: 21.3%
veronica Adams 
richard Alway 

Clare & ruth beingessner 
rev. msgr. samuel bianco 
Paul C. burns 
lillian m. Chan 
lucille m. Colavincenzo 
matthew A.f. Corrigan 
mary gebhardt 
robert francis Dilworth 
James P. evans 
robert A.v. gallagher 
mary Jane gormley 
lorraine m. green 
geraldine henrietta 

houston 
William h.J. karner 
ted J. krawchuk 
bruce m.W. mcDonald 
martin mcgreevy 
John J. o’Donoghue 
Pia (karrer) o’leary 
mariel o’neill-karch &  

Pierre karch  

stephanie A. orange 
gary h. Paterson 
robert g. Pogoda 
Chester & marianne Psica 
stephen l. ross 
thomas toole & fran 

Weisberg 
robert D.J. Weiler 
rev. Philip Wiley 

class of 1963
Donors: 39  

(3 anonymous)

Donations: $56,410.13
average: $1,446.41
participation rate: 22.4%
David t. Abalos 
Antoinette C. 

Alexandrowicz 
Ann m. Anderson 
mary P. barrette 
kathleen l. bell 
robert J. & mary C. 

birgeneau 
edward m. bridge 
David g. broadhurst 
rev. C. Donald Cummings 
John & gloria Cyr 
D. Peter Donovan 
h.W. osmond Doyle 
P. michael & kevin f.A. 

Dunn 
edward P.r. ehmann 
Walter D. fitzgerald 
Dorothy m. hampson

neil b.J. hibberd Csb 
Catherine A. higgins 
eleanor m. hynes 
fred P.J. kielburger 
rita m. lawlor 
gerald J.A. leahy 
mary f. mcAuliffe 
Christopher & Anita 

mcbride 
John & Aileen mcgrath 
Paul meagher 
Joan k.t. Pisarra 
J. Donald m. schmidt 

Annette maureen spillane 
Anita szlazak 
sylvia r.e. tessaro
frank v.J. trotz 
eugene m.l. valeriote 
nancy e. Wasilifsky 
John Watters 
David l. yeung 

class of 1964
Donors: 36 

 (6 anonymous)
Donations: $25,530.96
average: $709.20
participation rate: 17.8%
Denis J.A. April Csb 
robert W. boykin 
frank g.J. Chown 
rev. brian Clough 
Peter A. Crean 
helen Demshar 
thomas Digiacomo 

Aldo g. Dolcetti 
rev. gerald f Dunn
ronald J. griffin Csb 
Casimir n. herold 
mary J. hogan 
Jane m. hosdil 
leonard W. krystolovich 
Cecil A. louis 
Anne luyat 
ross A.A. mcClellan 
barry e.m. mcDermott 
bruce & elaine mclean 
Joseph e. mcmahon 
William h. mitchell 
mary h. muncy 
John J. o’brien 
mary Pat A. oliker 
Deborah C. rogers 
Patrick J. ryan 
Paul r. sheppard 
larry & Julie soden 
Denise m. terpstra 
J. David Witty 

class of 1965
Donors: 45  

(4 anonymous)
Donations: $134,405.96
average: $2,986.80
participation rate: 20.2%
katherine A. Anderson 
ronald Andrukitis 
richard J. belliveau 
geraldine bergin 
James & Anna brennan 
kathleen butkovich 
J. rob Collins 
Clayton & louise Connolly 
merrilyn l. Currie 
maureen A. Davison 
martin Dimnik Csb 
michael J. Dorgan 
Patrick Dunn 
Donald f. finlay Csb 
bill & Anne fox 
stanley t. gabriel 
margaret m. giallorenzi 
Anna t. gris 
Cheryl A. hill-Wisniewski 
nancy keane kruger 
sharon A.m. keenan
Joan & kevin keough 
Claire e. knapp 
Daniel W.P. lang 
elizabeth J. mckinstry 
thomas & elizabeth 

minehan 
Carol J. morin 
John A. nix 
eleanor m.A. Perry 
frances Phoenix 
John Purc 

“  This scholarship means a lot to me. it makes  
me more focused on my studies since i will not 
need to take on a second part-time job.”

 - shuiyAo WAng
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Donor report
2013-2014

Donors: 20 (1 anonymous)
Archdiocese of toronto
Joseph J. barnicke
basilian fathers of the  

university of st. michael’s College
basilian fathers of etobicoke
basilian fathers of toronto
rev. Dan Donovan
roy foss
the estate of bernard e. hynes
the Patrick & barbara keenan foundation
the estate of hugh J. meagher

frank & helen morneau
the f. k. morrow foundation
marco muzzo
louis l. & Patricia m. odette
the estate of tony mark omilanow
sisters of st. Joseph of toronto
sorbara family: sam sorbara,  

the sam sorbara Charitable foundation,  
edward sorbara, gregory sorbara, 
Joseph sorbara & marcella tanzola

st. michael’s College students
tom & marilyn sutton 

1 millioN +
over the course of their relationship with the university of st. michael’s College, each of the 
following 20 donors has contributed $1-million or more. in total their contribution is $40-million. 

lawrence & brigitte 
schmidt 

Judith g. schutt 
verner seligy 
Carol A. shaughnessy 
Pat sheehan 
marianne i. singh-Waraich 
tom & marilyn sutton 
Joseph & marcella tanzola 
marta tusek 
marie e. Wiley 

class of 1966
Donors: 41  

(4 anonymous)
Donations: $18,540.23
average: $452.20
participation rate: 17.8%
mary t. brennan 
margaret e. loughney 

brosnan 
Peter W. Carmichael 
tony & elizabeth Comper 
ronald m.g. Conrad 
mary Anne e. Corcoran 
Jeremy Curtin 
rosemary fillmore 
Ann m. grady CsJ 
Joan i .graham 
barbara A.m. greene 
richard William l. guisso 
Janice hambley 
helen m. higgins-minetti 
Joan hood 
Joan e. hyland 
Peter leo 
John leon 
richard C. luft 
Anne murray majic 
m. elizabeth mallon 
Patricia A. mcDermott 

michener 
brian J. mcelwain 
eric mckee
Claire m. morris 
Jacqueline C. orange 
Joseph s. Pastor 
teresa Patullo-bosa 
Paula Pedwell 
marlene l.m.  

reeve-newson 
robert l.J. roy 
leslie sanders 
William & Diana santo 
margaret mary schrand 
fernand n. simon 
stephen J.g. summerhill 
geraldine l.m. yachetti 

class of 1967
Donors: 50  

(3 anonymous)

Donations: $32,204.46
average: $644.09
participation rate: 19.2%
richard l. Aguglia 
loretta C. Alsen 
linda m. Arbour 
robert J. barringer Csb 
William P. boehler 
helen b. broadfoot 
Paul h. Carson
michael & Patricia Coleman 
Alan f.J. Daley 
gordon f.P. Deecker 
sylvia v. Demshar 
Christina r. Drake 
susan h. fowlie 
James William francis 

garvey 
lawrence geuss 
Cyril grasso 
kenneth & Patricia hanson 
richard & Patricia  

hayward
oksana D. isoki 
Joseph C.m. James 
saulius Jaskus 
Jane kuniholm 
Clifford f. lee 
m. Patricia lee 
roseanne lidstone 
richard e.J. maguire 
stanislawa malkowicz 
Philip C. mcCabe 
Peter t. mcinenly 
susan J. millar 
margaret morriss 
michael & mary Catherine 

o’brien 
orysia A. o’Coin 
David & elizabeth  

Panciera 
Patricia r. Pullano 
John & irene roth 
William J.v. sheridan 
Christina m. spolsky 
Aileen e.A. tayler 
susan tehan mclaughlin 
oliva s. tersigni 
Donald n.m. truscello 
giovanni Antonio tullo 
helena m. vaiceliunas 
John t.r. Wetzel 
James b.J. Williams 
lubomir e.J. Zalucky 

class of 1968
Donors: 48  

(6 anonymous)
Donations: $48,311.74
average: $1,006.49
participation rate: 17.9%
ronald b.m. blainey 

chaNcellor’s aND Vice-chaNcellor’s clUBs

it is with sincere gratitude that we thank the members of the Chancellor’s and vice-
Chancellor’s Clubs for their annual leadership support of the university of st. michael’s 
College. We would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the significant impact of 
their generosity.

chaNcellor’s clUB ($5,000 or more)
54 members  

(6 anonymous)
richard Alway
Joseph J. barnicke
roland & marie bertin
robert J. & mary C. 

birgeneau
margaret A. brennan
frank C. buckley
gloria buckley
rocco Capozzi 
robert & Andrea  

Chisholm
rev. brian Clough
tony & elizabeth Comper
thomas Joseph Critelli
William J. Deslauriers
Alberto & Caroline  

Di giovanni 
thomas Digiacomo
victor & maureen Dodig

rev. Dan Donovan
Paul r. Dooling
Cyril grasso
William h. irwin Csb
edward J.r. Jackman oP
herbert W. kee 
michelle m.m. kranjc
Anne luyat
hugh & laura  

mackinnon
John & Aileen mcgrath
John l. mclaughlin
brian miron & monica 

vegelj
frank & helen morneau
rev. msgr. Dennis J. 

murphy
Ardis m. nolan
John D. novak
louis l. odette
brian & Anneliese o’malley

kathleen o’neill & 
Anthony Daley

mariel o’neill-karch & 
Pierre karch

mrs. Jack reynolds
edward & stella rzadki
gino scapillati
Annette maureen spillane
tom & marilyn sutton
Joseph & marcella tanzola
Danh van le & tinh-Chau 

nguyen
michael vertin

C. l. burton trust
friends of the  

John m. kelly library
ireland fund of Canada
sisters of social service
William & nona heaslip 

foundation

Vice-chaNcellor’s clUB ($1,000-$4,999)
205 members  

(16 anonymous)
rev. J. louis Abello
susan Adam metzler
susan m. Addario
William v. Alcamo
Denis J.A. April Csb
Claude g. Arnold Csb
melanie g. bailey
robert J. barringer Csb
David Woody & Diane 

beleen Woody

James & sandra 
beingessner

Domenic P. belcastro
leslie belzak & michael 

mcfadden
John benedetto
Wanda A.C. bielawski
ronald b.m. blainey
Paul & barbara blake
robert D. bodnar
shirley brayley 
mary t. brennan

edward m. bridge
David g. broadhurst
William & Arden 

broadhurst
margaret e. loughney 

brosnan
John P.P. brown
hugh f.J. bruce
John e. burgener
John f.x. Callahan
enza Cancilla & Joel singer
Patrick & marley Carroll
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richard bresden 
hazel A. Carson 
frank J. Cavallo 
robert & Andrea Chisholm 
Judi s. Clippinger 
timothy & Patricia Colton 
hugh D. Curtin 
Dorothy A.A. De souza 
robert & Christine Devries 
Deanna Di martile 
michael e. Dobmeier 

William D.A. evans 
gerald & martha gabriel 
martha gabriel 
James J. gardella 
regina hanley 
Anne m. hlebko 
Joan m. Johnston 
erin m. keough 
edward & Ann kerwin 
michael W. magee 
kathleen martin 
ruth m. martin 
Anne Doyle mcClure 
James k. mcConica Csb 
Patricia A. mcgee 
Patrick J.m. mcguinness 
mary & Douglas mckirgan 
John P. moore 
James A. (tim) & mary A. 

o’brien 

terrence J. o’sullivan 
John & Catherine Pepper 
Jack W. Person
John P. reynolds 
Peter A. rogers 
John J. ryan 
Catherine schuler & bruce 

macPherson 
manfred P. simon 
georgina steinsky-schwartz
John tyrrell 

Peggy & David Williams 

class of 1969
Donors: 49  

(5 anonymous)
Donations: $28,091.91
average: $573.30
participation rate: 15.2%
J. Jerald bellomo 
susan J. biggar 
Wieslawa mary bilan 
Jim h. borland 
suzanne m. bradbury-swan 
helen m. Chisholm 
Daniela A. Crean 
bohdan Dubniak 
terrence g. edgar 
harvey sean fox 
thomas & mary Allena 

fuerst 

shae m. hanford 
Patricia l. hayes 
Christine A.e. hodgson 
henry hyde & Carol hodson 
Anthony g. laglia 
france & michael mcCabe 
Ann C. mcCoomb 
Johanna michelin 
J. michael miller Csb 
victoria A. mills 
margaret & michael murphy 

nancy m.C. novalski 
Jack r. o’neill 
Al orlando 
michael A. Pal 
Joseph P. Polito 
mrs Jack reynolds 
roderick A. ritchie 
gary P.s. robertson 
martin sclisizzi 
robert shiley 
Patricia suikki 
James & Ann swaner 
robert turner 

class of 1970
Donors: 35 

 (3 anonymous)
Donations: $321,631.18
average: $9,189.46
participation rate: 11.9%

Peter barreca 
Cheryl l. birkett 
most rev. John A. 

boissonneau 
beverly Ann byrne 
Patrick & marley Carroll 
John & maureen Cassidy 
James Clough 
elizabeth Curtin
Anne De beer 
Ann P. Deluce 

Alberto & Caroline  
Di giovanni  

rena A. fagioli 
katherine A. fitzgerald 
margaret fitzpatrick-hanly 
mary feakins fuerst 
margaret A. gardonio 
kathleen r. hamon 
gerald havey 
frank A. ianni 
Catherine A. kelly 
thomas mathien 
J. michael & france 

mcCabe 
Catherine mary meyer 
Douglas A. moggach 
irene D. mullen 
kathleen t. mullrooney 
mark J.J. redmond 
lola riley 

barbara Ann rukavina 
raymond g. selbie 
miroslaw tarnowka 
thomas D.J. Wetzel 

class of 1971
Donors: 34  

(9 anonymous)
Donations: $15,214.11
average: $447.47
participation rate: 10.9%
William v. Alcamo 
Patricia m. bertucci 
margaret A. brennan 
timothy m. Cotter 
David g. Cray sse 
tannis A. Critelli 
Daniel ewasuk 
John A. farragher 
gloriana A. field 
elzo P. gittens 
gabe heller & mary hanson 
kevin hurley & kathleen 

mcDevitt 
John A. keefe 
elizabeth A. komisar 
bertha C. madott 
John J. minardi 
Paul b. murray 
michael & Jennifer o’hara 
f.t. mark Pujolas 
thomas J.J. rocchi 
raymond & suzanne shady 
John f. sliwinski 
virginia A. smith 
barbara l. smyth 
glenn Wright

class of 1972
Donors: 41  

(8 anonymous)
Donations: $15,552.47
average: $379.33
participation rate: 10.4%
bruce & irene barton 
michael g. bator 
maureen berry 
John t. bulger 
Cecil D. Clarkson 
Paul & margaret Cotter 
maria linhares de sousa 
guy P. Di tomaso 
Paul J. Dunn 
Catherine t. fournier 
nadia A. girardi 
krystyna J. higgins 
linda k. Jones 
Ann marie kandiuk 
raffaella l. korre 
luba Audrey kowal 
James e. lahey 
Joseph J. longo 

graduate  
alita madeira
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Donor report
2013-2014

Paul h. Carson
frank g.J. Chown
gordon Coleman
J. rob Collins
Angela Convertini
Paul Cosgrove
James C. Crawford
hugh D. Curtin
Carole Curtis
michael & rosemarie 

D’Avella
maria linhares de sousa
Christopher P. Deans
kenneth J. Decker Csb
Ann P. Deluce
helen Demshar
gerald & irene Devlin
guy P. Di tomaso
thomas & therese Dillon
martin Dimnik Csb
A. & J. Dobranowski
John Dool
h.W. osmond Doyle
sylvia & Daniel Driscoll
mario o. D’souza Csb
harry edmondstone
mary quigley eller
ronald fabbro Csb
James k. farge Csb
rosemary fillmore
Donald f. finlay Csb
thomas & Alice flynn
vito forte
filomena frisina
James D. gallagher
John C. gallagher Csb
matthew & mary giliberto
Joseph & mary giordmaine
Alfred h. graham Jr.
Dorothy m. hampson
brian P. higgins Csb
k. betty hill
michael horgan
kathleen huckabone
bernard hurley
William James
rick kardonne 
gerald J. kavanagh
robert J. keenan
sean Patrick keenan
Paul & Patricia kennedy
robert P. kennedy
Joan & kevin keough
edward & Ann kerwin
rev. edward J. keyes
lawrence J. klein
marianna korman
romas krilavicius
richard t. la Prairie

kathryn A. lagroix
James e. lahey
Chris lang
michael J.t. lang
Peter D. lauwers
michael k. lawson
Dan le & bek Wong
Cynthia lee
John l. lee
m. owen lee Csb
nancy C. lee
kenneth P. lefebvre
ellen m. leonard CsJ
gloria A. longo
gerard s.i.J. maclean
Angela macri
george macri
kathleen martin
Paul W. martin
Jerry W.t. matthews
Peter & sheila mcCabe
michael & grace  

mcCarthy
James k. mcConica Csb
Patricia A. mcgee
barry & rose mcinerney
sara mackin mclaughlin
bruce & elaine mclean
John & sandra mcmanus
scott & victoria mcnally
nicholson D. mcrae
harry mcsorley
michael s. mcteague
J. michael miller Csb
elliott & elyse milstein
Jim & sheila milway
Claire m. morris
Donald f. morrison
gertrude mulcahy
Patrick J. murphy
Alberto nizzero
James A. (tim) & mary A. 

o’brien
mary Catherine t. o’brien
michael & mary Catherine 

o’brien
John g.J. & Patricia 

o’Driscoll
michael & Jennifer  

o’hara
D.f. o’leary
mechtilde o’mara CsJ
geraldine o’meara
terrence J. o’sullivan
Jacqueline C. orange
nick Pantaleo
James C. Paupst
frances P. m. Peake
Jack W. Person

frances Phoenix
mary louise Pigott
Annemarie & bob  

Powell
Charles Principe Csb
m. elizabeth Prower
stephen J. quinn
lennard & starr  

rambusch
Daniel t. regan
Paul e. riganelli
rosanne t. rocchi
thomas J.J. rocchi
Angelo & miriam 

sangiorgio
David & susan  

scandiffio
ernest J. schiarizza
ken schnell
martin sclisizzi
michael f. scuglia
robert shiley
george t. smith Csb
t. Allan smith Csb
elizabeth smyth
John & sandra srigley
glenn stadtegger
georgina steinsky-

schwartz
larry stubbs
louise ruth summerhill
Peter J.m. swan Csb
Paul e. szmitko
richard tan
tom thomas
Catharine f. thompson
David o. tinker
edward t. unger
raymond l. Walke
bruno J. Wall
J. leo Walsh Csb
Walter m. Werbylo Csb
the honourable  

hilary m. Weston
John t.r. Wetzel
thomas D.J. Wetzel
James b.J. Williams
Peggy & David Williams
monica e. Wolfe
Desmond & eva Wong
michael J. Wren
David l.yeung

Catholic Women’s league 
of Canada

irish Cultural society  
of toronto

st. Andrew’s society  
of toronto

sharron J.  
macisaac-mckenna 

george macri
Anthony magistrale 
James e. mcCarthy 
mary Ann mcConkey 
larry mcDonald 
Patricia mogavero 
fulvia t. mrusek 
louis l. odette 
robert & Janice reinhart 
Patrick J. rosar 
henry Augustine tobin 
John & kim (maybee) 

twohig 
brenda m. vice 
stasia k. Zaleski 

class of 1973
Donors: 26  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $14,796.11
average: $569.08
participation rate: 8.2%
David Woody & Diane 

beleen Woody 
rev. John l. borean 
Joan & David breech
Christina m. Cameron 
giuliana Colalillo 
Carole Curtis 
William m.J. ennis 
ross n. ferguson 
thomas e. gray 
m. theresa griffin 
Anne marie m. gutierrez 
valerie A. lawson 
norman g. leonard 
Jim & sheila milway 
michael W. Price 
Alistair riswick 
rosanne t. rocchi
marianne sciolino 
Peter W. sear 
elena m. szamosvari 
norman tanck Csb 
larysa s. teply 
Anne C. trousdale 
stephen f. White 

class of 1974
Donors: 38  

(7 anonymous)
Donations: $17,073.44
average: $449.30
participation rate: 10.7%
susan Adam metzler 
Patricia l. belier 
hilary J. bennett 
mary h. billinghurst 
William Chepesiuk 
Peter o. Dellinger 

A. & J. Dobranowski
kathryn Dugan-Powell 
mary f. ferguson 
rosemary J. fontaine 
veronica A. hannan 
Joseph C. heininger 
myra & myron Junyk 
michael J.t. lang 
kieran t. mahan 
imre nagy 
Carl A.m. o’byrne 
Joseph redican Csb 
kathleen m. richardson 
mary k. rosenthal 
teresa m. rybacki-Anisko 
Antonia michelle  

serrao soppelsa 
sheila C. slattery-ford 
Catherine m. smiglicki 
george steiner & Wendy 

britt-steiner 
Dalia k. steponaitis 
edward t. unger 
Josephine A. van Dusen 
lawrence J. Wozniak 
valia m. Zorzini 
ennio P. Zuccon 

class of 1975
Donors: 32  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $22,354.19
average: $698.57
participation rate: 9.3%
Walton C.P. Achoy 
salvatore badali 
gregory Allan bassett 
frederick W. butzen 
Wladyslaw Cichocki 
richard s. Clemens 
rosey Colautti 
marie Deans 
fulvio Di benedetto 
myron & bina Dylynsky 
Charles P. feerick 
eileen m. foy 
Jim & marilyn grace 
m. Denis havey 
lawrence J. klein
romas krilavicius 
malcolm i. mackenzie 
michael J. mcgarity 
mary keeshan mclean
reginald mclean
irene m. mercuri 
Donald J. merriell Co 
barbara nawrocki 
edward W. o’Connor 
kathleen o’neill & Anthony 

Daley 
Astrid Peters 
margaret A. sarino 

Vice-chaNcellor’s clUB coN'T
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henry W.f. Wong 
Patricia e. Wood 
loretta ycas 

class of 1976
Donors: 31  

(5 anonymous)
Donations: $11,849.50
average: $382.24
participation rate: 9.2%
Jane l. Cleary 
J. Paul & nadine Condon 
rui & JoAnn figueiredo 

kevin P. foster 
James D. gallagher 
Patrick C. gallagher 
matthew & mary 

 giliberto 
bernarda glicksman 
george edward griener sJ 
klaus & Caron hartmann 
normand J. Janelle 
Dzung le 
Donald J. lococo Csb
Peter & sheila mcCabe 
elliott & elyse milstein 
Christine m. o’brien 
kevin & theresa o’Connor 
James J. o’keefe 
gerard Pettipas Csr 
geraldine e. roe 
isabell e. scott 
karen A. scott 
Anne t. stinneford 
larry stubbs 

John tuzyk 
Diane m. vetter 

class of 1977
Donors: 39  

(5 anonymous)
Donations: $19,096.00
average: $489.64
participation rate: 11.2%
imants J. Abols 
susan m. Addario 
Connie booth 
susan mader brown 

glenn A. Castellarin 
Angela Convertini 
mary r. Cuttini 
michael De robertis 
Anthony & Catherine 

Dodds 
Carmela giardini 
Dina greco 
larry f. howorth 
marian ivan 
Peter P. kozelj 
michelle m.m. kranjc 
Catherine r. lang 
Peter C. lang 
filomena lettieri 
Antoinette m. liscio 
Andrej f. markes 
Peter markes 
sal minardi & Patricia 

basque 
Peter e. monahan 
theresa m. o’Connor 

Carla m. Pahulje 
mary Joyce Perusco 
Carol quigley ihm 
rosemarie & frank  

radi 
Angelo & miriam 

sangiorgio
sonya C. urbanc 
virginia r.  

vitale-Abela
John Paul Watman 
William John West 
linda Winter 

class of 1978
Donors: 30  

(3 anonymous)
Donations: $10,547.63
average: $351.59
participation rate: 8.8%
robert D. bodnar 
James & Janette  

bowie
John P.P. brown 
Peter & Anna Carino 
richard P. Carter 
Angela Colantonio 
Paul J. Corcoran 
Peter J. Drilling 
filomena frisina 
marjan m. glavac 
susan m. Jostman 
beverly A. knutson 
Peter C. kvas 
Janet l. latosik 
ellen m. leonard CsJ 

lok fung leung 
george f. lucki 
edward J maksimowski 
bruce v. Parrick 
nella Puntillo 
stephen J. quinn 
William v. reid 
Joann rossiter 
W. stephen shiu 
sam & nancy  

sinopoli 
Paul Walsh Csb 
michael J. Wren

class of 1979
Donors: 19  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $38,325.00
average: $2,017.11
participation rate: 6.0%
Patricia Curtin & sean  

brady 
michael b. De santis 
karen mary Duggan 
ronald fabbro Csb 
victor figueiredo 
rose hurren 
Paul & Patricia kennedy 
sandra lavigne 
John & lisa leon 
Andrew b. lubinsky 
theresa monette 
m. bernardine nelligan 
John D. novak 
Cosma g. Pecora 
mary Angela Phillips 

nick & Josephine  
torchetti 

ronald thomas trojcak 

class of 1980
Donors: 24  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $8,719.53
average: $363.31
participation rate: 7.3%
michael J. Arbour 
Patricia e. Arsenault 
Christine J. borsuk 
Catherine m. Callaghan 
tina Ciccone 
filomena D’Andrea 
marie P. eason klatt 
Antonietta granata 
gregory t. keenan 
Jolene Ann Desiree leon 
Catherine mcDavid 
John C. mchugh 
michael s. mcteague 
John A. neander 
basilio nicastri 
Dennis noelke Csb 
nick Pantaleo 
michael s. reel 
Paul e. riganelli 
malcolm n. ruby 
oscar A. signoretti 
monica e. Wolfe 

class of 1981
Donors: 28  

(6 anonymous)
Donations: $57,071.42
average: $2,038.26
participation rate: 7.3%
Charles A. Aquilina 
maria Coiro 
James C. Crawford 
michael & rosemarie 

D’Avella 
Alan J. griffin 
Angela r. iori-malatesta 
Albert W. koehl 
Chris lang 
mary margaret laurella 
hugh & laura  

mackinnon 
John madden 
Paula A. marcotte 
lori mazereeuw 
michael & victoria  

mcrae 
Denise l. moretto 
Alexina m. murphy 
sandra s. Pessione 
Diane o. quinlan 
John reddy Csb 
michael f. scuglia 

“  it is alumni and donors who continue to make  
a difference in the lives of students who attend  
the university of St. Michael’s College.  
Please continue to make a difference in the  
lives of students. with deep appreciation  
and gratitude.” 

 - luCelle sChmitZ
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Donor report
2013-2014

nadia townshend 
Patrick e. Wright 

class of 1982
Donors: 32  

(3 anonymous)
Donations: $12,511.12
average: $390.97
participation rate: 7.2%
Anna Arciero 
Domenic P. belcastro 
David g. broadhurst 
rosemary broughton 
frank C. Canaletti 
Jane f. Coffey 
Antonio D’Angelo 
Claudia Defend-ionico 
sylvie glossop 
frank A. hegel 
John keyes & nancy e. 

spencer keyes 
Daria A. kowalyk 
Diane m. kruger 
michael r. kuegle 
John l. lee 
heather s. mcClory 
John & sandra  

mcmanus 
scott & victoria mcnally 
michael J. morassutti 
sean mulrooney 
laura A. Pasut 
robert C. Primeau 
brian edward reel 
gerard m. spinosa 
Philip h. street 
harry J. vizl 
raymond l. Walke 
bruno J. Wall 
michael P. Weir 

class of 1983
Donors: 22  

(5 anonymous)
Donations: $3,170.00
average: $144.09
participation rate: 5.3%
susan m. bazely 
leslie borbas & Debora 

Wingell
Caterina Carnovale 
Anne Contala-smolej 
maria b. Davidson 
John & Anna 

 Della mora 
Caroline m. gaughan 
Jim & Catherine hartford 
Cheryl m. henshaw 
rev. Dr. C. Douglas Jay 
Anne-marie lambert 
James D. macDonald 
francis mcCrea 

Deirdre mogan 
eileen m. o’byrne 
Jefferson thompson Csb 
Catherine h. Zingg 

class of 1984
Donors: 23  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $10,201.98
average: $443.56
participation rate: 5.2%
Anthony J. blasi 
mary Conforti 
John Corsetti 
Colleen m. Cotter 
mario Dipaolo 
John Dool 
Catherine Dowd 
katherine hill rsm 
mary e. hines 
robert P. kennedy 
theresa m.l. lee 
gloria A. longo
Celeste lopes De Almeida 
John W. martens 
Carla martini 
fabio m. morettin 
John m. muggeridge 
Patrick J. murphy 
Alexander reford 
sylvia simonyi-elmer 
louise ruth summerhill 
maria A. tempio-biasutti 

class of 1985
Donors: 16  

(4 anonymous)
Donations: $4,535.48
average: $283.46
participation rate: 3.8%
elisa Arciero 
Paul s. bragagnolo 
Peter e. Cassidy 
Catherine Driscoll 
lorenzo lisi 
barry & rose  

mcinerney 
Domenic nasso 
mary louise Pigott 
Paul t. quinlan 
vera l. tichy 
benedetta virgilio-Delle fave 
margaret Wong 

class of 1986
Donors: 12  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $2,540.00
average: $211.66
participation rate: 2.8%
karen m. beckermann 
Joan A. Campayne 

2013/2014 New milleNNiUm golf classic

the university of st. michael’s College would like to thank the following individuals and 
corporations for their generous support of the fourteenth Annual new millennium golf 
Classic 2013 at king’s riding golf Course on July 23, 2013. since its inception, over $2-million 
has been raised towards the President’s fund for excellence in research and scholarship, 
which ensures resources are available for our best and brightest students.

hoNorary chairmaN 
Joseph sorbara 6t3

chair
victor g. Dodig 8t8

commiTTee memBers
Ashlee Collins
tim Costigan 9t0
robert edgett
martin heal

Philip horgan 8t4
James mcgovern 8t5
David scandiffio 9t4
gino soave 8t9
fernando velocci

Donors: 9
Total: $1,666,278.83
the estate of mary Agnes bennett 
the estate of mary Ann boyle
the estate of harold gardner Csb
the estate of Zella Josephine leavey

the estate of A. rosemary mcCormick
the estate of edmond george odette
the estate of James gareth Poupore Csb
the estate of mary m. schaefer 
the estate of Jean m.l. vale

realiZeD BeQUesTs 

TiTle spoNsor
bennett Jones llP

phD spoNsors
bmo bank of montreal
CibC

masTers spoNsors
Arrow Capital management inc.
iA Clarington investments 
fidelity investments Company 
russell investments inc.

Bachelor spoNsors
Aston hill financial inc.
CibC mellon
Jovian Capital–leon frazer & Associates inc.
mackenzie financial services inc.
manulife Asset management 
morneau shepell
Phil horgan law office and  

orchard global Asset management
Pricewaterhouse Coopers llP 
rbC Wealth management
stikeman elliott llP
tD insurance
torys llP 

golf spoNsors 
Agf investments inc.
brett bandula, bmD tool
boiler inspection and insurance Co.
borden ladner gervais llP
bratty & Partners llP
Compass group Canada–Chartwells
Joe Draganjac, Draganjac Pressman 

Chartered Accountants

first generation Capital inc.
letko brosseau & Associates
John mcgrath 6t3
John marion, baka Communications
mCor
miller thomson llP
mnP llP
W.f. morneau 9t6 hon
Pal insurance services ltd.
PmA brethour real estate Corporation 
rbC Capital markets and Wilderboer 

Dellelce llP 
tippet-richardson ltd.
michael yelavich, Altech security systems

special ThaNKs 
Canteen of Canada ltd.
Compass group Canada–Chartwells
CibC
Clublink Corporation
tim Costigan 9t0
victor g. Dodig 8t8 & maureen Dodig
robert edgett
hendrix restaurant equipment  

& supplies
henry of Pelham Wineries
iA Clarington investments 
kellogg’s Canada inc.
george macri 7t2
John marion 
James mcgovern 8t5
kathleen o’neill 7t5
rosanne rocchi 7t3
barbara santamaria 7t7
starbucks Coffee Canada
tippet-richardson ltd.
usmC Continuing education
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Angela Carli 
francesca A.  

iannotta-D’onofrio 
mark & marg 

 lacy 
geza matrai 
marisa mazzei 
hilmar m. Pabel 
robert P. Paulovic 
elena Piacentini 
ellen e. simmons 

class of 1987
Donors: 21  

(4 anonymous)
Donations: $18,242.16
average: $868.67
participation rate: 4.6%
Andrew v. Abela 
Joel singer & enza Cancilla 
mary l. Cappadocia 
francis Chan 
steven Cusimano 
rosa m. Del Campo 
Daniel Driscoll 
David b. glover 
george leong 
John l. mclaughlin 
gordon g. mueller 
Alfons m. osiander 
michael Powers 
Alvydas saplys 

elizabeth tham 
monica m. Wallenfels
edmund f. Wehrle 

class of 1988
Donors: 23  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $72,193.00
average: $3,138.82
participation rate: 5.4%
viola Antao 

Judy fowler byrne 
Carla Desantis & reni 

Caccamo 
karen Anne Chambers 
most rev. eugene J.Cooney 
John r. Crockett 
maria Di biase-Petrungaro 
victor & maureen Dodig 
edward & halinka Dybka 
myron Dzulynsky 
Andrew & natalie flynn 
kevin m. hammond 
sheila k. macgowan 
tony mackinnon & Judy 

Wittman mackinnon 
Paul W. martin 
sandra l. nelson 
Debbra C. quattrin-sybyblo 
Paul A. redmond 
Csilla g. schwade 

Darren J. slind 
george t. smith Csb
Ann van Dijk 

class of 1989
Donors: 16  

(2 anonymous)
Donations: $10,404.30
average: $650.27
participation rate: 3.6%
Catherine Coffey 

michael C. Driscoll 
helen A. hicken 
eva m. macDonald 
Ann m. mech 
brian miron & monica 

vegelj 
Clotilde Palermo 
harry r. Phills 
glenn stadtegger 
Claudio sturino 
barbara e.l. sullivan 
valery m. Walker 
Walter m. Werbylo Csb 
kim marie Wohlschutz 

class of 1990
Donors: 20  

(3 anonymous)
Donations: $5,766.90
average: $288.35

participation rate: 4.4%
John & melanie boscariol
michael Camacho 
Alisa Carli 
timothy J. Costigan 
Paul J. Cusack 
Diana De Acetis 
rita De bartolo 
robert P. ellis 
rosmarie l. kelly 
kathryn A. lagroix 

David malleau 
John marsalek 
moni mcintyre 
Dorothy sadowski 
filomena smyth 
linda J. syron 
ken villazor & mary-kay 

Whittaker 

class of 1991
Donors: 18  

(3 anonymous)
Donations: $6,246.83
average: $347.05
participation rate: 3.4%
vincent Cheung 
brian & Joyce Connolly 
teofilo Corpus 
kathy Coxford 
rui & lisette de sousa 

marina Di giovanni 
mario o. D’souza Csb 
Audrey Johnson 
kathryn m. lafontana 
Anne marie meehan 
mark montgomery  

& Annette  
burns-montgomery 

Alexei Plocharczyk
salvatore tassone 
Claire Westley
Paula C. Wheeler

class of 1992
Donors: 11  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $945.03
average: $85.91
participation rate: 2.2%
salvatore barbieri 
Cristina bianchi 
Armando brusco 
rev. fr. messale engeda 
W. Cullen hawken 
sean leclair 
steven & Jennifer monte 
Alberto sala 
kristine l. thibeault 
David Whalen osfs 

class of 1993
Donors: 7  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $5,654.02
average: $807.71
participation rate: 1.4%
hon. Joseph J. barnicke 
Jeffrey D. Cole 
Desmond J. glynn 
Pamela r. gorospe 
James mulligan 
sheila y. sin-fu-Wing 

class of 1994
Donors: 12  

(3 anonymous)
Donations: $6,067.00
average: $505.58
participation rate: 2.6%
Allen de vera 
lisa A. hill 
michael & grace mcCarthy 
eric o. ruppert 
eilish ryan 
David & susan scandiffio 
bruno f. scanga 
stephen & Zandra smith 
steven Williams 

class of 1995
Donors: 7  

(1 anonymous)

graduate  
shengtan Qu
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Donor report
2013-2014

128 members  
(9 anonymous)

loretta W. Akinduro
viola Antao
Patricia e. Arsenault
leslie belzak & michael 

mcfadden
most rev. John A. 

boissonneau
leslie borbas & Debora 

Wingell
John & melanie boscariol
James & Janette bowie
Joan & David breech
susan mader brown
gloria buckley
John e. burgener
Paul h. Carson
glenn A. Castellarin
michael f.g. Clark
elizabeth Curtin
mary r. Cuttini
michael Da Costa
Christopher P. Deans
gordon f.P. Deecker
A. & J. Dobranowski
rev. gerald f. Dunn
myron Dzulynsky
robert edgett
mary Anne flaherty
vito forte
eileen m. foy
theresa franco
normand frenette
gerald & martha gabriel
maria luciana gallo
kathleen giblin
lorraine m. green
Anna t. gris
Dorothy m. hampson
gabe heller & mary hanson
richard & Patricia hayward
Christine A.e. hodgson

henry hyde & Carol  
hodson

kathleen huckabone
Dave Johnson
John A. keefe
sean Patrick keenan
sharon A.m. keenan
rosmarie l. kelly
John keyes & nancy e. 

spencer keyes
J.D. king
William b. kinsley
Alex x. kjorven
lawrence J. klein
Paul & melissa  

krzyzanowski
richard t. la Prairie
kathryn m. lafontana
Chris lang
Anne m. leonard
norman g. leonard
reid locklin
gloria A. longo
george f. lucki
richard C. luft
James r. mahoney
Ann C. marshall
teresa-Anne martin
John f. mathers
Peter & sheila mcCabe
mary Ann mcConkey
kathy mcCormick
eric mckee
mary mclaren
mary keeshan mclean
reginald mclean
erin metzler
bernardine nelligan
John A. nix
betty noakes
Carl A.m. o’byrne
James J. o’keefe
Jacqueline C. orange

hilmar m. Pabel
Carla m. Pahulje
David s. Palframan
Jack W. Person
sandra s. Pessione
mary louise Pigott
Alexei Plocharczyk
William D.P. reddall
brian edward reel
michael s. reel
rosanne t. rocchi
edward & stella rzadki
Angelo & miriam sangiorgio
bruno f. scanga
ken schnell
ralph schnell & Carol-Ann 

badiou
Catherine schuler & bruce 

macPherson
marianne sciolino
michael f. scuglia
Anna m. shady
robert shiley
W. stephen shiu
robert sinclair
elizabeth smyth
hubert C. soltan
michael P. stasyna
Joseph C. steiner
georgina steinsky-schwartz
e. Dwyer sullivan
Aileen e.A. tayler
teresa m. tedesco
sylvia r.e. tessaro
vincenza i. travale
Diane m. vetter
virginia r. vitale-Abela
monica m. Wallenfels
John Watters
Claire Westley
Paula C. Wheeler
michael J. Wren
glenn Wright

DoUBle BlUe socieTy 

the Double blue society acknowledges donors who make on-going monthly donations. 
the knowledge that funding will be provided on a monthly basis allows st. michael’s to plan 
further down the road than otherwise possible.

Donations: $830.00
average: $118.57
participation rate: 1.4%
Antonietta Colavita 
frank h. fohr 
Peter Jarycki 
h. Jean Parent 
michael Joseph Platt 
Christopher Zaleski 

class of 1996
Donors: 6  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $100,250.00
average: $16,708.33
participation rate: 1.4%
sr. Patricia Carter 
milena A. D’Amico 
Cynthia englert 
hon. frank & helen 

morneau 
maureen Patricia o’Connor 

class of 1997
Donors: 5
Donations: $1,210.00
average: $242.00
participation rate: 1.2%
gregory C. Connolly 
rita leone 
mihajlo ljahovic 
Catherine maryanne 

maugeri-schuck 
hon. hilary m. Weston 

class of 1998
Donors: 6
Donations: $1,780.00
average: $296.66
participation rate: 1.4%
maria luciana gallo 
Deborah Ann havill 
erin metzler 
Paulo r. Pires 
John Prezioso 
lisa tai 

class of 1999
Donors: 3  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $650.00
average: $216.66
participation rate: 0.7%
leslie hussey 
Andria D. minicucci 

class of 2000
Donors: 6
Donations: $925.00
average: $154.16
participation rate: 1.2%

Jacqueline Dawson 
grace Diez 
sylvia gail fox Abs 
stella lok 
William l. may Csb 
benjamin Joseph  

meagher 

class of 2001 
Donors: 6
Donations: $2,131.28
average: $355.21
participation rate: 1.2%
Douglas Chau 
terry kersch Csb 
Douglas s. ng 
Anna m. shady 
Paul e. szmitko 
karen volpe 

class of 2002
Donors: 4  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $813.98
average: $203.50
participation rate: 0.7%
right rev. emmanuel 

Joseph mar-emmanuel 
Carol Ann martinelli 
Christian mirasol 

class of 2003
Donors: 5
Donations: $580.00
average: $116.00
participation rate: 0.9%
Christina Attard & James 

farney 
kristina glicksman 
Justyna Janik 
seung hee kang 
robert sinclair 

class of 2004
Donors: 6
Donations: $2,049.40
average: $341.56
participation rate: 1.1%
michael gregory  

Allemano 
Anne elizabeth Crane 
Christopher P.  

Deans
lisa rachel Jones 
Paul & melissa  

krzyzanowski 
michael P. stasyna 

class of 2005
Donors: 3
Donations: $125.00
average: $41.67

brian Anderson 5t7
tom bradbury 3t9
lorraine m. burns
John D. Drigo 8t1
harold gardner Csb 5t4
mary-louise k. hawkin 6t1

norman iverson
Paula stone kardonne
hugh m. kelly 5t6
Daniel knight
edith W. land
thomas D. langan

robert J.f. madden Csb 5t2
Catherine t. mcDermott 5t1
margaret o’gara 8t0
Carmine Patullo
e. leonard rush 1t8

iN memory

iN hoNoUr  kathleen g. o’neill 7t5
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participation rate: 0.5%
teresa-Anne martin 
lily lok yee Wong 
oi yun hannah Wong 

class of 2006 
Donors: 4
Donations: $1,725.00
average: $41.66
participation rate: 0.6%
rachel J. barton 

theresa franco 
Alex x. kjorven 
genevieve m.  

mcDonough-mclellan 

class of 2007
Donors: 6
Donations: $1,075.00
average: $179.16
participation rate: 0.8%
veronica barton 
francesca fiore 
gerard J. kennedy 
Andrew f.b. leung Csb 
nigel Anthony Wilson 
martin yeung 

class of 2008
Donors: 5
Donations: $210.00

average: $42.00
participation rate: 0.7%
sonia Chedli 
Davide Di leo 
sarah elizabeth grace 
sonya marion 
Cizan suliman 

class of 2009
Donors: 4
Donations: $80.00

average: $20.00
participation rate: 0.6%
blaise stephen  

Alleyne 
yong Jun Jo 
Dongchun li 
siobhan  

o’sullivan 

class of 2010
Donors: 5
Donations: $435.00
average: $87.00
participation rate: 0.8%
ernest Canton 
melissa ieraci 
Augustine Adeolu  

ogundele 
francisco rodrigues 
hang William su 

class of 2011
Donors: 5  

(1 anonymoous)
Donations: $305.00
average: $61.00
participation rate: 0.8%
Jessica bigelow 
Joseph kenneth Cornforth 
kazuki hayakawa 
Angelo froilan 
Angeles roldan 

class of 2012
Donors: 6  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $208.04
average: $34.67
participation rate: 0.8%
saif bashi 
Carlos imanol 

belausteguigoitia 
Daniel Joseph livera 
gabriela Alexandra  

rivera 
royce ervin rodas 

class of 2013
Donors: 1
Donations: $410.00
average: $410.00
participation rate: 0.1%
betty noakes

class of 2014 
Donors: 2
Donations: $500.00
average: $250.00
participation rate: 0.2%
Catherine bredin 
barbara marie forbes

frieNDs
Donors: 146  

(29 anonymous)

Donations: $1,487,691.74
average: $10,198.67
Carol Achong 
fernando b. Amorim 
John & kathleen Ancker 
Clara badour 
John h. baycroft 
karen beitel 
John benedetto 
roland & marie bertin 
thomas blake 
Judith y. bodnarchuk 
bernard boulanger 
robert A. bradway 
shirley brayley 
Allen breaux 
rocco Capozzi  
Alda Caprara 
mary C. Cashion 
John & vera Chau 

Wanda h. Chmiel 
rev. ronald C. Chochol 
terence J. Colgan 
bernard John Coyle 
thomas Joseph Critelli 
michael Da Costa 
hans b. de groot  
Jane de koning 
John & linda Dennison 
mark Donnelly 
margaret Dooner 
mary quigley eller 
tom elmer 
James k. farge Csb 
Joseph federico 
vito forte
John D. freel 
francis x.P. gavin 
kathleen giblin
harley m. griffiths 
hanny hassan 
William h. hawkins 
J. barrett healy 
theodore hiebert 
k. betty hill 
michael g. horan 
michael horgan 
edward J.r. Jackman oP 
howard Jobin 
Dave Johnson 
Allen glen Jorgenson 
rick kardonne  
herbert W. keeu 
margaret keefe 
sean Patrick keenan 
frank kennedy 
Patrick & Jane kierans 
Catherine m. kilmartin 
Anna koehl 
Peter D. lauwers 
robert law 
Dan le & bek Wong 
tuyet-Diem le 
Zella Josephine leavey †
Cynthia lee 
nancy C. lee 
robert & Carole lovejoy 
J. rory macDonald 
John r. macinnis
Angela macri
Aidan maloney 
Andrew W. maykut 
kathy mcCormick
malcolm mcgrath 
David mcintyre 
Douglas i. mckirgan 
harry mcsorley 
Anne miklas 
bernardine nelligan 
Alberto nizzero 
georgia r. nolen 
robert & Jane o’brien 

“ i am incredibly grateful to the many donors of  
St. Michael’s College and the university of toronto 
for this great contribution towards my future.  
it is most certain that i would not be in the place  
i am today if it were not for the caring, considerate 
and generous alumni and friends. your generosity  
is greatly appreciated.” 

 - helen shen
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Donor report
2013-2014

rev. robert o’brien 
Donald & Carol o’Connell 
edmond g. odette †
brian & Anneliese o’malley 
rosanna g. o’neill-valiquette 
David s. Palframan
Peter & barbara Peloso 
James Penna 
John Perkons 
michael Piehler 
Anne Pinkos 
lea m. rossiter 
John m. scanlon 
gino scapillati 
ralph schnell & Carol-Ann 

badiou 
Don schrenk 
suzanne scorsone 
marianne seger 
robert & Wendy sider 
Patricia solomon 
Carl n. still 
ray stortini 
James tarbox 
teresa m. tedesco
Carl thorpe 
eric hiu fung tse 
Danh van le & tinh-Chau 

nguyen 
mary & Duncan Walker 
J. leo Walsh Csb 
bernard Wiacek 
norma Wieland 
Desmond & eva Wong 
Patricia Wooters 
Paul & Deborah Zeni 
ursula Ziegler 
Paul Zucchi 

pareNTs 
Donors: 52  

(5 anonymous)
Donations: $5,822.74
average: $111.98
Anne Antolini 
Walter & miranda baici 
Paul bentley 
michael britto 
tom russo & Johanna Calvert 
f. Caputi 
lilianne Chay 
Alexander & shirley Colinet 
tom Cosgrove 
maria Deluca 
Agnello Desa 
ralph & Josephine Di fiore 
maria Dos santos 
lee ferrari 

rafi gaprielian 
rocky gualtieri 
bruce & vivien haines 
laurie kahn 
Dwight & sherrie lalonde 
Diana t. lau 
rocco & Anna lombardi 
neil & siguna louis 
mary mcDonough 
theresa murphy 
Jacob & beatrice musila 
Paul newell & Joanne 

graziano 
robert grace & mary 

 ellen nordyke-grace 
edmund & Julie norkus 
martha o’Driscoll 
nancy Plastina 
Jane m. Puccini 
kenneth & hedwig religa 
mimma reszitnyk 
Ana rodrigues 
enzo & maria romano 
Walter schultz 
mario sinopoli 
barbara slabiak 
steve & Darinka smintich 
John & sandra srigley 
Predrag srnic 
robert & rhonda stewart 
krystyna m. taras-Zasowski 
Philip teixeira 
mirush & linda trimi 
reginald J. trotter 
housbert & hannah Wilson 

fellows, facUlTy  
& sTaff
Donors: 15  

(1 anonymous)
Donations: $30,634.84
average: $2,042.32
loretta W. Akinduro
leslie belzak & michael 

mcfadden
Deborah black 
Damon Chevrier 
robert edgett
reid locklin 
Patience mbwizhu 
betty noakes
Clifford orwin 
Duane rendle 
ken schnell 
t. Allan smith Csb
elizabeth smyth
Connie tsui 
michael vertin

97 members  
(27 anonymous)

richard Alway
ronald Andrukitis
Christina Attard & Jim 

farney
Joseph Attard
k. beckermann
mary elizabeth bennett 

sturino
lucille blainey
ronald & laurie blainey
Paul & barbara blake
gloria Jean bubba
frank C. buckley
thomas C. byrne
barbara Carlton
Paul h. Carson
tony & Julie Cassidy
brian Clough
John W. Cudmore
Dana Cushing
Jan & Jane de koning
Carlo De Pellegrin
eileen (Whelan) Dobell
mary A. falko
michael J. ferguson
rosemary fillmore
barbara fraser

ed gabis
Joseph giordmaine & mary 

mills giordmaine
Alfred h. graham Jr.
J. barrett healy
tom & loretta Jones
marianna korman
ronald J. le frois
gerald J. leahy
Zella Josephine leavey †
michael & Joan maloney
marie tisdale martin
beatrice mascaro
Joseph Patrick mcgee
robert John mckay
William & Angela moreau
sherrie C. murphy
mary Catherine o’brien
brian & Anneliese o’malley
geraldine o’meara burke
William P. o’neill
mariel o’neill-karch & 

Pierre karch
Peter & barbara Peloso
Jack W. Person
edward & frances Jean 

Phoenix
Annemarie Powell
steven k. ranson

Paul e. riley
Peter A. rogers
ken schnell
Jennifer laura meiorin-

schumacher
marianne sciolino
William sharpe
helen slattery
hubert C. soltan
mickey  & Annette 

Convey spillane
Joseph C. steiner
gino sturino
ethelmae sweeney †
David szollosy & lauretta 

Amundsen
shirley Catherine teolis
Catherine f. thompson
victoria e.m. thompson
michael vertin & margaret 

o’gara †
Paul & valerie Walsh
margaret & John Whyte

Donors: 31 (1 anonymous)
Donations: $469,533.06
average: $14,672.90
Angela l. smith Charitable foundation 
bmo financial group 
boiler inspection & insurance  

Company of Canada
C.l. burton trusts 
Canadian medical foundation
Catholic Women’s league of Canada
CgC Charitable foundation 
Deloitte & touche foundation Canada 
eastman Chemical Company 
ecodyne limited 
ernst & young matching gifts Program  

for higher education 
friends of the John m. kelly library
ibm Canada limited 

ireland fund of Canada 
irish Cultural society of toronto 
kPmg llP 
kPmg foundation 
mary lillian Parish toporoski foundation 
P. & l. odette Charitable foundation
PricewaterhouseCoopers
rio tinto Alcan 
sisters of Providence of st. vincent de Paul 
sisters of social service 
st. Andrew’s society of toronto 
st. basil’s Church 
sun life financial 
suncor energy foundation 
towers Perrin 
vale Canada limited 
William & nona heaslip foundation 

heriTage DoNor socieTy

this society honours alumni and friends who have remembered the university of st. michael’s 
College in their estate plans. legacy gifts ensure the tradition of the university of st. michael’s 
will continue for generations to come.

corporaTioNs, foUNDaTioNs & orgaNiZaTioNs

 we would like to give a Big thank you to all of our 1,715 donors. 
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To make your donation call 416-926-7281 or 1-866-238-3339  
You may also use our website at donate.utoronto.ca/stmikes

University of St. Michael’s College
office of alumni affairs and development
81 St. Mary Street, toronto, ontario M5S 1J4

 Support the  
Annual Fund

you too can make a difference in the life of st. michael’s students. your contribution to the Annual fund helps 
students like Phuntsok realize their full potential and become the next generation of community leaders. 
for more information about the Annual fund, please visit stmikes.utoronto.ca/alumni/annual.

“ i feel highly honoured and blessed to have 

received annual scholarships since i started  

my st. michael’s journey. the awards gave  

me much-needed financial support.”
    

    - phuntsok chomphel, recipient, 
 usmC Desmond Wong Award,  
third-year st. michael’s student


